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Eroding Tides and
Deep Foundations
In his recent essay, ''Where is
Christian Higher Education Going?",
Warren Bryan Martin notes that the
city of Amsterdam is built on posts
and pilings that stand under the city
in the same way that wood pilings
support an ocean pier. If the
supports were allowed to rot or
break away, the existence of the city
would be severely threatened. He
goes on to say that colleges and
universities were built on principles
that are as important to these
institutions as the posts and pilings
are to Amsterdam.
Higher education in America is
, threatened, Martin says, by pre-
occupations of the moment that
divert the attention of institutions
from their basic foundations.
A recent study by the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching concludes that
undergraduate colleges in the
United States are "confused over
their purposes and racked by
tensions that prevent them from
providing coherent educational
experiences for their students."
While colleges have been
successful in responding to
diversity, the study says, they have
been much less attentive to the
larger, more transcendent issues
that give meaning to existence and
help students put their lives in
perspective.
Historically, the Christian college
has engaged its students in
examinations of the transcendent
issues. But the values and principles
on which the Christian college is
built, like the pilings that support
Amsterdam, require continual
attention, lest they begin to
disintegrate.
The history of higher education
in America provides few exceptions
to the trend of Christian colleges
away from their theological origins
toward a more secular stance. In
many places, the strong convictions
that gave birth to the Christian
college are gradually being eroded
away by the tides of contemporary
thought. In time, such institutions
come to serve another purpose.
Under pressure to join the secular
parade and celebrate the newer
virtures of relativity, pragmatism and
individual autonomy, how does a
Christian college resist? Certainly
not by withdrawing from the
ideological debate which began, not
with the Enlightenment, as some
might suggest, but in the Garden of
Eden.
What has always been at stake is
whether or not God can be trusted
to tell the truth. In Genesis 2:17,
God warned Adam and Eve that if
they ate from a certain tree, they
would die. But the serpent planted
seeds of doubt, and denied the
truthfulness of what God had said,
telling Eve, 'You will not surely die.
.God knows that when you eat of it
your eyes will be opened, and you
will be like God."
To be a Christ/an college means
to trust God's truth and to build
upon the foundation of God's self-
revelation in Christ as reliably
recorded in SCripture. As Christians,
we are called to be salt and light in
the contemporary world. Nowhere
is this more important than in
colleges and universities where
students are constantly wrestling
with the competing ideologies of
the day. Continued on page 3
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Today's Mail Faculty Focus
Every time I get a copy of Today
in the mail, it all comes back to me
- my feelings, ideas, ideals that
developed during my years at
Whitworth. I'm glad to see that
nothing has changed for the worse.
I think Whitworth is getting better!
last year I attended the All-
Northwest Choral Directors
Association Convention in Missoula.
I had the pleasure of hearing the
Whitworth Choir under the
direction of Randi Ellefson. I was
able to talk to him and also to Mike
Young, my former organ teacher.
MyWhitworth'experience was the
best thing I ever did for myself. I am
currently teaching music in
Culbertson, Montana, and
Whitworth did more to prepare me
for this than did all the education
classes I took after Whitworth.
Thanks!
Sincerely,
Lois Collins, '82
Culbertson, Montana
It has been my pleasure for many
years to send a check to Whitworth
College on each anniversary of my
birthday - an amount equal to my
attained age each year.
But this year on my 98th birthday,
April 19, 1986, I was in the hospital
on account of a broken leg. I am
now in the Anderson Nursing
Home, and improving.
Herein is my check, $98, for 1888-
1986.
With pleasant memories of my
years at Whitworth in Tacoma.
Sincerely,
Hilda A Bergman, '09
Seattle, Washington
Ed. Note: Hilda Bergman is the
earliest Whitworth graduate who is
still living.
Continued from page 2
The primary mission of
Whitworth College, from its official
mission statement, is "to glorify
God by providing its students with
an educational experience ...
oriented by a world view shaped by
SCripture. " Whitworth is
undergirded by the clear teachings
of the Bible. Itwas born out of the
conviction that Biblical truth is the
proper foundation for learning. Its
pilings are sunk deep into the Old
and New Testaments.
Our role at Whitworth is to be
intelligently aware of all the options
and give them a fair and careful
hearing. Through study we seek to
determine whether or not an option
can be held within our conceptual
framework without violating the
canons of consistency and integrity.
We 'declare without hesitation that
our intellectual commitment is to
truth as understood from the
perspective that Godwas in Christ,
reconciling the world to himself.
Only by paying careful attention
to our underpinnings will we be
able to prevent the gradual
subversion of the Biblical values
upon which our existence as a
Christian college depends. Ninety-
six years ago, the Whitworth
catalogue stated that the purpose of
the college was "to give men and
women a thorough course of
education, guarding well the moral
and religious life of the students,
ever directing them in the pursuit of
that learning of heart and mind that
makes the finished scholar."
This philosophical and
educational foundation has served
us well for almost a century. As we
look out over the next one hundred
hears, I can envision many physical
and curricular changes, but no shift
whatever in the foundational truths
upon which the college is
structured.
ANDERSON
.Jean Anderson, associate
professor of physical education,
spent the middle of November in
Alderbrook, Wash. for a meeting of
the Western Society for Physical
Education of College Women.
Anderson is treasurer-elect of the
organization and a member of its
executive board. The conference,
"Beyond All Expectations," looked
at the uniqueness and
.accomplishrnents of women on and
off the playing field.
.David Hicks, professor of biology,
traveled to Eugene, Ore. recently to
present a paper on "Buddha, Beijing
and Biology: China's likely
Environmental Future" at the
national meeting of the North
American Association for
Environmental Education. Hicks
also chaired a session on
international environmental topics.
• Frank Houser, professor of
sociology, and Howard Redmond,
professor of religion and
philosophy, attended a conference
in early November on the future of
mainline Protestant denominations.
Held at the Claremont SChool of
Theology, Claremont, Calif., the
event featured Robert Bellah, one of
the top scholars of American and
religious culture.
.Jim Hunt, associate professor of
history, spent this last summer in
the Philadelphia and Princeton areas
working through the papers of Jane
Addams. While using the resources
of the Swarthmore College library,
he lived as a "sojourner" at Pendle
Hill, a nearby Quaker study center.
Hunt plans to produce a
monograph or article on Addams,
the Nobel Peace Prize winning
founder of Hull House. He says he
will be writing on her faith journey,
concentrating on her college years
at Rockford College in Illinois.
HICKS
• Gordon Jackson, assistant
professor of communication studies,
just returned from the College
Media Advisors annual convention
in Washington, D.C. with some new
ideas for the Whitworthian and
more background on the latest
media trends.
.Jay Kendall, assistant professor of
business management, took part in
a meeting of the Christian Business
Faculty Association at Calvin College
in Grand Rapids, Mich., October 23-
25. The topics covered "Learning
Styles," "Christian Perceptions on
Economics," and "Teaching Critical
Thinking."
.Bob Lacerte, associate professor
of library science who teaches Latin
American history, attended the
Pacific Northwest Political SCience
Association Conference in
Vancouver, Wash. in November. Dr.
Lacerte chaired the session on
International Relations and
delivered a paper titled "A Policy of
Principled Realism towards
Nicaragua. "
.Martha Nelson, instructor of
mathematics and computer science,
spent Halloween weekend at a
Seattle workshop exploring how
mathematics and quantitative
studies fit into a liberal arts
environment.
.Pat Stien, associate professor of
theatre arts, just returned from
Chicago, site of the national
meeting of the Speech and Theatre
Association. The programs and short
courses studied subjects like faith
and myth on American television,
performing the words and works of
women, and the performance of
translated works as a form of
intercultural communication.
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INTER ~I
RE EE
EEK
BRINGING NEW AWARENESS
cambodian dancers perform during the International Weekof Refugees.
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hrisrmas time
in a refugee camp
- not a pleasant experience. But
for Philippe Coulon, a Whitworth
exchange student to Korea, the
visits to the Hong Kong and Macao
camps compelled him to create an
awareness of the suffering he saw.
"Life is very different there from
life in America," he said. "I was
struck by the hopelessness of these
people. And I was committed to try
to help, thus the idea of the
Whitworth Refugee Project was
born."
Coulon's memory of those
refugees and their suffering resulted
in a week of events focusing on
refugee problems during
International Week on Refugees,
Sept. 26 through Oct. 4, on the
Whitworth campus.
Beginning Friday, Sept. 26, with
the movie "The Killing Fields," the
Associated Students of Whitworth
College, The Whitworth
International Club and The
Washington Association of
Churches/Church World Service
presented a series of speakers,
forums, fairs and worship services
designed to educate the public on
the plight of refugees.
The Washington Association of
Churches Refugee Resettlement
Office, the Refugee Ethnic
Community Organization of
Spokane, SChool District #81, the
Inland Empire Presbytery, the
Institute of Extended Learning,
Gonzaga University, Bancroft
SChool, the Spokane Falls
Community College Art Department
and the Whitworth Student Life
Department also helped sponsor
the week.
Among the featured speakers was
an appearance by linnYann, a
Cambodian girl who fled the Khmer
Rouge camps and came to the
United States at nine years old, and
George and Prissy Thrash, the
couple who adopted her.
The Thrashes took Yann, her
mother, and five brothers and sisters
into their Chattanooga home. They
became the subjects of the movie,
'The Girl Who Spelled Freedom," a
film depicting Yann's mastery of! English and eventual spelling bee
.. championship.
g Sue Morton, the founder of
~ Refugees International, and Usa
E Brown, of the Peace and Justicet Action League of Spokane, also
~ spoke during the week. There were
] special presentations by Hmong
~ dancers, District #81 music students
~ and a cultural fair with Cambodian
" dancers, Hmong artwork, ethnic
food and craft booths.
hen people
do not know, they
do not care," said Philippe Coulon,
three weeks after the International
Week on Refugees. Coulon,
originator of the event, took time
out from catching up on his studies
to reflect with Gordon Watanabe,
Whitworth director of international
student affairs, about the project
and its results.
"When people know, they have
insight to act," he continued.
"These students, ten years from
now, may have different attitudes
about refugee issues because of one
week spent thinking about them
during their college years."
Watanabe observed more
immediate attitude changes. "When
we were putting this project
together, there was some frustration
trying to find people to work. After
the week, people were looking for
ways to get involved in on-going
projects."
Coulon, a senior from Belgium,
agrees. "So many people came to
me later asking for ways to work, to
start organizations about refugee
concerns."
And there were more tangible
responses. The principals from the
movie, "The Killing Fields," actors
Sam Waterston and Dr. Hang S. Ngor
and their real life counterparts,
Sidney Schoenberg and Dith Pran,
are raising money to produce a film
in support of increasing U.S. quotas
for admitting Cambodian refugees.
After viewing "The Killing Fields"
on Friday night of refugee week,
students raised $1,000 to help fund
the film, which will be used to
lobby members of the U.S.
Congress.
But there were frustrations, too.
For Coulon, it was his attempt to
involve local churches. He and his
committee contacted 200 churches
by mail and followed up by phone,
asking for time in "Minute for
Mission" schedules. He received
responses from four and eventually
sent student speakers to only five or
six.
"We expended a lot of energy,"
he said, "and the response was
disappointing. "
There was good public response,
however, to the play "A Peasant
from El Salvador," the movie "The
Killing Fields" and the Cultural Fair
with its food and dancing.
And there were thoughtful
responses, like a student in
Watanabe's International
Communication class. Moved by the
stories of the Salvadorian sanctuary
people, she wrote an insightful
paper on the Catholic Church in
Latin America, describing it as part
of a "culture in motion."
Insights, changed attitudes and
willingness to act have been the
results of Whitworth's International
Week on Refugees. For his months
of hard work, Coulon feels gratified.
"We made many friendships with
the refugee communities in the
Spokane area," he said. "They know
the Whitworth community cares."
The coconut shell dance was performed by a group of cambodian dancers In
authentic costumes.
WEEK RESULT: "INSIGHT TO ACT"
Unn Yann, whose experience was the subject of the movie 'The Girl Who
Spelled Freedom," was a Refugee Week speaker.
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This Dead OJ Winter
When I wrote this poem, it was
the Christmas season, and I was
profoundly moved by the utter
mystery of the birth of Jesus, the
Incarnation, here in this baby. How
can we reconcile this helpless child
with the sometimes brutal,
dangerous world in which we live?
When we look at poverty, injustice,
senseless violence, how is it
possible to think this baby can
make a difference?
.The Christmas story does not
answer these questions with the
rational, expected responses. We
might propose power, money or
prestige to solve the world's
problems. The Christmas story
proposes a baby - weak, tiny,
helpless - but wrapped in infinite
mystery. A hungry child, the love of
a devoted mother, the luminous
miracle of birth and God, incarnated
in our flesh.
Instead of power, this baby
proposes meekness; instead of
prestige, it is a lamb who takes away
the sin of the world; instead of
wealth, it is the poor who are
honored by God.
There is no rational way of
looking at this baby. One must
reach for the deepest of human
resonses, where mystery resides,
where miracle breaks forth. There is
no explanation here, only surprise,
awe and worship.
The poem opens with a question:
"And how will I think of you?" and
answers with no answer, only the
deepest of reflections on the utter
mystery of this baby. Ax Christmas,
this is the only way it can be.
Philip Eaton
. ~-
Dr. Eaton's poem was first
published in Willow Springs
magazine, Summer, 1986.
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nd how wi1lI think of you?
Stubby stalks lie battered in the fields.
Weeds are brittle and snow blows
along frozen ridges like ribbon.
This dead ofwinter. God-with-us.
In a child's mouth. In the girl's
blue-veined breast held up with her cold
fingers. In vapor from the mouths
of men kneeling in redolent straw.
In grunts of the gathered herd, oh child
how am I to think of this world in the dead
cf winta; the redmon's red-stained eyes
flaring from the doorway, th.e violated night
of afrail girl battered blue, the vast
insidious cloud that may yet rise over our bruised,
final earth. Child, this is a grown-up world.
And how am I to think ofyou? In the early sun
slanting through shingle-cracks of the shed.
In wind-blistered hands draping wool
over the mothers shoulders, her delicate
wrist her fingers, the hungry
holy mouth.
Philip Eaton, 1986
Dear Friends:
Last spring we devoted a week on cam
issue of apartheid and an entire week's this fall
focused on concern for refugees. Many elements of those
two weeks are characteristically Whitworth College.
As so often happens here, both events grew out of
students' concern for human conditions in another part of
the world. And, as is also typical, a small cadre of
students threw themselves wholeheartedly into the
projects, which ultimately raised awareness of the issues
throughout the rest of the campus,
But the lessons of such efforts go beyond the subject
or issue. It seems to me that there is even more lasting
value in the discovery that a few who care cantnake a
difference, and that involvement in a worth al
produces both personal gratification and
relationships,
IN APPRECIATION
O~
Preparing young people to play an active, positive role
in tomorrow's world is a traditional goal of the liberal
arts college. And the Christian liberal arts college further
strives to place young people in society who are eager to
bring Christian valUes to bear on the problems and
opportUnities of our world.
Through them, you and I can make a difference. We
already have. This year, you and others like you, have
given nearly $1.5 million to help us in this mission. We
are encouraged by the assurance that you will continue
to share your resources so that this important work may
continue and grow.
Cordially,
-R~~ii.~
RIIIJII1 H. M.. _PmI.
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PRESIDENTS' CLUB
The Presidents' Club is
designed for those
donors of 11,000 or
more in unrestricted
support during tbe fiscal
year.
'1,000+
Alcoa Foundation
Anonymous
Dr. and Mrs. Gilbert Ashar
Associated Grocers
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest E. Baird
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas C. Barlow
Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Barton
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence A. Black
Boeing Company
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Boppell
Delilah G. Butler
Mrs. Kathryn G. Call
Dr, and Mrs. Eugene Carlson
Carnation Company Foundation
Central Pre-Mix Concrete
Company
Chevron Oil Company
Mr. and Mrs. Francis E. Clark
Rev. and Mrs. Richard B. Cole
Columbia Lighting
Comstock Foundation
The Crescent
Dr. and Mrs. Homer Cunningham
Mrs. E. B. OeFeyter
Henry J. Oelfeld Estate
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Dewey
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Diebel
Digital Equipment Corporation
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie E. Dobbins
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eaton
Egtvedt Charitable Trust
Dr. and Mrs. James P. Evans
Freda P. Fall Charitable Trust
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin K. Fariss
First Interstate Bank
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Fix
Ford Motor Company Fund
Mr. and Mrs. G. Michael Goins
Mrs. J. Wilson Gowdy
Mr. and Mrs. Richard V. Hanks
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Hardt
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hatch
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin D. Heaps
International Business Machines
Independent Colleges of
Washington
laura K. Jacobsen
George Frederick Jewett
Foundation
Dr. and Mrs. William L. Johnson
Mrs. Ina H. Johnston
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E.
Johnston
Johnston Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Barry K. Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Kalomas
Rev. F. and Dr. C. Keefe
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Kennedy
Key Tronic Corporation
Scott and Velma Kimball Estate
Rev. and Mrs. Richard C.
Kroeger, Jr.
Rev. and Mrs. Bruce larson
David B. Lee Estate
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald B. Leighton
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer C. Lindahl
Mr. and Mrs. Louis S. Livingston
Mr. and Mrs. George Long
David E. Martin
Mrs. Mildred Mattson Estate
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce McCullough
Dr. and Mrs. George L. McLarren
Mr. and Mrs. John A. McMillan
Dr. and Mrs. Dean W. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Miller
Anna Mary Muir Estate
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth G. Myers
Mr. and Mrs ..L. A. Myhre
Jane Newhall
Northwestern Mutual Life
Mr. and Mrs. Michael E. Nunley
Old National Bank
Pacific First Federal Savings and
Loan
Pacific Gas Transmission
Company
Pacific Northwest Bell
Mrs. A. A. Pearson
Rev. and Mrs. Victor D. Pentz
David and Dorothy Pierce Trust
Mr. and Mrs. Harold W. Pierre
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Plotkin
Mr. and Mrs. Martin S. Polhemus
Mrs. Alice E. Postell
Puget Sound Power and Light
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald B. Rice
Robert M. Richardson
Mr. and Mrs. David Robblee
Mr. and Mrs. Claude D. Robinson
Lt. Col. and Mrs. James Scafe
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Schei
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Scotford
Sears Roebuck Foundation
Mrs. Elsie H. Simpson
Jeanne H. Smith
Dr. and Mrs. Jack A. Starrett
Dr. and Mrs. Howard M. Stten
Symons Frozen Foods
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Symons.
J ..
Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Thoming
Mr. and Mrs. lngwer W. Thomsen
lawrence and Helen Turnbull
Trust
Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Unicume
Union Oil Company Foundation
United Parcel Service Foundation
Minnabell Vaneaton Estate
Dr. Paul C. Ward
Washington Water Power
Company
Dr. and Mrs. Dan webster
Dr. and Mrs. C. D. weyerhaeuser
Mrs. Norman Wirth
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Yinger
Drs. Lewis G. and Sara K. Zirkle
h....
Perry Gridley and Susie Brown were freshman homecoming royalty.
THESOOCLUB
Tbe500Club
accommodates donors
who contribute 1500 to
1999 in unrestricted
support to tbe college
during tbe fiscal year.
'500·'999
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel H. Adams
Vicki J. Adams
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Addington
Anonymous
Atlantic Richfield Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Baird
Elinore W. Bierman
Rev. and Mrs. Joseph P. H. Black
Briggs Oil Company,
Incorporated
Dr. and Mrs. F. Dale Bruner
Dr. and Mrs. Robert M.
Christiansen
Mr. and Mrs. Russell D. Clark
Rev. and Mrs. Douglas Clegg
Frances Clizer
Dr. and Mrs. Ross Cutter
Mr. and Mrs. Orrel A. Daniel
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Dornsife
Timothy R. Eaton
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon W.
Frederickson
Dr. and Mrs. Kevin J. Gaffney
General Mills Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Fred R. Glandon
Dr. and Mrs. Loren A. Gothberg
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory J. Hatch
Rev. and Mrs. John F. Haugan
Mr. and Mrs. Harold P. Hawkins
Carroll M. Hull
International Business Machines
Mrs. E. W. Johnson
Colleen C. Jones
Kershaw's, Incorporated
Ann L. Kough
Aldena Lauten
Dr. and Mrs. James C. Lin
Mr. and Mrs. John Lindebtad
Dr. and Mrs. James S. Little
Mr. and Mrs. Kent H. Lupton
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Marshall
Leonard Martin
Doris H. Matthews
Mr: and Mrs. Robert A. McMullen
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Haydn P. Morgan
Mrs. and Mrs. Raymond Moser
Mr. and Mrs. Don C. Pulver
Dorothy Rademacher
Dr. and Mrs. Lee Rodkey
Rosauers Super Market
Mrs. and Mrs. Robert E.
Rutherford
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell J. Satre
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Scheumann
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert S. Schwab
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Scott
Seattle Savings League
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Sharman
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis L.
Shoemaker
Mr. and Mrs. Alva L. Shriner
Lt. and Mrs. Richard R. Taylor
Dr. Dorathea Teeter
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Thomson
Jane Trefts
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace M. Turner
Mr. and Mrs. Craig A. weddle
west Coast Grocery
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Williams
Williams Investment
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wirth
Michael E. Young
Young Life of Spokane
CENTURY 21CLUB
Included in tbe Century
21 Club are donors of
1100 to 1499 in
unrestricted support
during tbe fiscal year.
'100·'499
Mr. and Mrs. J. Pennell Abbott
Abbott Industries Fund
Acme Concrete Company
Mr. and Mrs. Barry L. Adams
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Adams
Rev. and Mrs. William Ailes
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ainley
Mr. and Mrs. George A.
Attchescn
Mr. and Mrs. George P.
Aitcheson
Rev. and Mrs. Russell Alsgaard
American Airlines
American Medical International
Amstar Corporation
Mr. and Mrs. George H.
Anderson
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Anderson
Dr. and Mrs. Lewis F. Archer
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Arildson
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Mr. and Mrs. Bob Armstrong
Mr. and Mrs. Gary W. Ash
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Ashbaugh
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis D. Ashlock
Dr. and Mrs. Sherwin Avann
Libby L. Avnet
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Baer
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Baisch
Ball Corporation
BankAmerica Foundation
Hazel Bardin
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Barnes
Mr. and Mrs. W. Grant Barnet
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Barney
Barton Oldsmobile Company
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar T. Bassford
Rev. and Mrs. Frank. C. Bates
Battelle Memorial Institute
Rev. and Mrs. Odin A. Baugh
Robert A. Beach
Mr."'and Mrs. Clay G. Beal
Mr. and Mrs. Brian W. Beaumont
Dr. and Mrs. David B. Belzer
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman W. Benshoof
Mr. and Mrs. Jack C. Bills
Dr. and Mrs. John C. Black
Rev. and Mrs. Carl Blanford
Dr. Laura J. Bloxham
Drs. Rex V. and Jeanne
Blumhagen
Elaine Boehmer
Julia E. Bohman
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Bonham
Dr. and Mrs. Carlton Booth
Rev. and Mrs. Robert M.
Bradburn
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Brahams
Rev. and Mrs. Lavern F. Brassard
Robert G. Brault
Eugene H. Breckenridge
Mr. and Mrs. Gary L. Brinderson
wesley J. Brubacher
Dale F. Bryant
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce T. Buell
E. S. Burgan & Son. Incorporated
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene C. Butcher
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn L. Button
Michael T. Calkins
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher D. Call
Mr. and Mrs. Carol J. Campbell
Mrs. Kenneth Campbell
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Canan
Glenn D. & Bernice A. Carlson
Mr. and Mrs. Dennie A. Carter
M. J. Carter
Lenore A. Chambers
Richard C. Chappelle
Cathleen L. Cheek
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Chen
Ben B. Cheney Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Charn
Chotinatasaeth
Rev. and Mrs. Richard J.
Christensen
C. Dean Chu
Dr. David H. Chung
Rose M. Clark
W. Theodore Clark
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Clinton
Lori L. Cloninger
Dr. and Mrs. Darrell F. Clukey
Mr. and Mrs. Ruby B. Colter
Mr. and Mrs. Donald B. Colpitts
Columbia Paint Company
Continental Bank Foundation
Continental Motel
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas O. Cooley
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Cooper
Coopers and Lybrand
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Corliss
Hugh A. Crisp
Dr. and Mrs. Jerry C. Crooks
Rev. and Mrs. Albert M. Damon
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Davies
Davis and Hosch Music
Company
Teresa Davison
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Deibert
Del Monte Corporation
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Delanty
Dr. and Mrs. Gary W. Demarest
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell E. Denning
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Detter
Mr. and Mrs. Ron M. Detrick
Mr. and Mrs. Benton L. Dickinson
Dietrich Farms
Ellen Dimond
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph M. Dtnmson
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Disney
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Dixon
Miss. Elsie Doak
Mr. and Mrs. M. Kent Doffing
Zelma M. Doig
Domini's Sandwiches
Mrs. P. B. Donaldson
Mr. and Mrs. Henry W. Doty
Rev. and Mrs. Galen Doughty
Darrel A. Du Chene
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred P. Dutt
Mr. and Mrs. Harold L. Eastburg
Dr. and Mrs. Philip W. Eaton
Helene Eaton
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney K. Eaton
Eaton Corporation
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip A. Eberle
Mr. and Mrs. Edward G. Eccles
Virginia Willis Egli
Dr. and Mrs. John H. Eisenhauer
Mr. and Mrs. Richard B. Elliott
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. English
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey L. Enkema
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Enkema
Dr. and Mrs. David Erb
Miss Ernestine Evans
Exxon Education Foundation
FMC Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley A. Fahlgren
Rev. and Mrs. Benjamin C.
Fairchild
Fairfield Farms, Incorporated
Mr. and Mrs. Ward N. Fancher, III
Mr. and Mrs. Ward N. Fancher, Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Fardal
Marjory E. Fariss
Farmers and Merchants Bank
Maj. and Mrs. William D. Farris
Dr. and Mrs. Donald E. Ferguson
Michael E. Fernandes
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan File
Dr. and Mrs. Dwayne H. Fink
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce D. Finlayson
First Interstate Bank
Mr. and Mrs. Leland E. Fish
Mr. and Mrs. Wilber J. Fitch
Mr. and Mrs. Neal R. Fosseen
Dr. and Mrs. A. G. Frase
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce E. Fraser
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Galbraith
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas M. Gates
Mr. and Mrs. Hollister R. Gee
The General Electric Foundation
General Fire Equipment
Company
General Telephone and Electric
Horace N. Gilbert
Rev. and Mrs. William D. Glenn
Dr. and Mrs. Edward E. Gotts
Kathryn R. Gottschalk
Mr. and Mrs. Norvell E. Graham
..
CENTURY 21 CLUB
Stanley A. Graham
Mr. and Mrs. Scott C. Gridley
Rev. and Mrs. Richard L.
Gronhovd
Colleen Selland Grossling
Dr. and Mrs. Paul N. Grubb
Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. Guenther
Rev. and Mrs. John G. Gunn
Mr. and Mrs. Aichard Haase
Miriam B. Haglund
Rev. and Mrs. T. Murdock Hale
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hallett
Mr. and Mrs. Howard H.
Hamamoto
Raymond L. Hanson
Mr. and Mrs. Harold W. Harding
Mr. and Mrs. Ray W. Hart
Dr. and Mrs. Dana E. Harter
Mr. and Mrs. William A.
Heathman
Dr. and Mrs. Theodore D. Hegg
Mr. and Mrs. Gerhard Hank
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry L Henriksen
Mrs. Vincent L. Henry
William N. Henton
Mr. and Mrs. Donald J. Hill
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald J. Hill
Hill Country Life Insurance
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Hoback
Ruby L. Hobson
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence E. Hogue
Mr. and Mrs. Philip N. Hogue
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Hook
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy E. Hook
Mr. and Mrs. Glen E. Hooper
Henry M. Hoshino
Dr. and Mrs. Frank E. Houser, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Hoyt
Mr. and Mrs. Russell M. Hueckel
Del and Shari Hueter
John A. Hughes
Patricia A. Hughes
George F. Ingraham, Jr.
Inland Power and Light
Company
Mr. and Mrs. Susumu Inouye
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan W. Irwin
Dorothy S. Jackson
Dr. and Mrs. Gordon S. Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence D.
Jahnsen
Dr. and Mrs. Dean G. Jamieson
Rev. and Mrs. Andrew A Jarvis
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Jewett
John Deere Foundation
Dr. and Mrs. Jasper Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. James Blake
Johnson
John W. Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Walter R. Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Willard L. Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis A. Johnson,
JL
Mrs. Eunice E. Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Dewi Jones
Mrs. Dorothy M. Joy
K H Q Incorporated
K REM Television
Mr. and Mrs. Ichiro Kamiya
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard O.
Kartvedt
Gard N. Kealoha
Beth K. Kehle
Rev. and Mrs. Jerry L. Kelly
Teresa M. Kendall
Mr. and Mrs. Gary W. Kennaly
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Kimbrell
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert W. King
Mr. and Mrs. J. Howie King
Takashi Kiuchi
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald W. Klein
Dr. and Mrs. Mark L. Koehler
Drs. Richard and Donna J.
Koerker
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin B. Koetje
Mr, and Mrs. Harold B. Kohr
Mr. and Mrs. John Kolberg
Dr. and Mrs. Ted Koopmans
Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Drade
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald J. Krantz
Mr. and Mrs. Ben J. Krell
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Landon
Mr. and Mrs. Glen R. Larson
Mr. and Mrs:-J. Russell Larson
Sally Jean Lash
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Lau
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce M. Laurie
Lawton Printing Company
Layrlte Concrete Products
Company
Mr. and Mrs. Barbara L. Leahey
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Lee
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Leigh
Mr. and Mrs. Donald W. Leighton
Dr. and Mrs. Richard H. Leon
Mr. and Mrs. Y. O. Leong
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard E. Levy
Mr. and Mrs. John Lewis
Mr. and Mrs. A. Spencer Lewis
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Lewis
warren C. Lewis
Liberty Motel
Sue Lift
Sara A. Lindgren
Dr. and Mrs. Arch Logan
Mrs. Elsie S. Low
The Lumberyard
Mrs. Robert A. Lutz
Dr. and Mrs. F. M. Lyle
Mr. and Mrs. Michael D. Lynch
Mr. and Mrs. James H.
MacDonald
Mr. and Mrs. Ladd Macaulay
Nathan A. Maddox
R. Alan Magnuson
Dr. and Mrs. Gerald H. Mahaffey
Dr. and Mrs. Daniel D. Mahlum
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Major
Susan A. Mars
Mr. and Mrs. James W.
McConnell
Mr. and Mrs. M. Bruce
McCullough
Mr. and Mrs. Philip D. McDonald
McDonald's
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B.
Mceachern
Douglas McFalls
Iva C. McGillivray
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph N. McGrady
Michal A. McKenzie
Martin J. McWhinney
Gary W. Meader
Dr. and Mrs. Neil Medefind
Mr. and Mrs. Peter A. Meilke
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Otto W. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Don Miller
Rev. and Mrs. Robert A. Mills
Eric T. Moe
Dr. and Mrs. Edward A. Mohns
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Monfort
Lt. Col. and Mrs. Wilburn G.
Moore
Hirofumi Moriyama
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Morley
Mrs. A. A. Morrison
Sueuen M. Mortland
Mountain Bell
Mr. and Mrs. John Murio
Dr. and Mrs. Bruce Murphy
Dr. and Mrs. Keith A Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Mark A. Musser
Constance C. Myhre
Karen I. Myhre
Nalley'S (Curtis-Burns)
Helen E. Nelson
Mr. and Mrs. Morris E. Nelson
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Nelson
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Nevers, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel C. Newell
Rev. and Mrs. Vern B. Newhouse
Dayne Nix
Mr. and Mrs. Brian V. Norkaitis
Kaye I. Norris
Northwest Electronics
Leonard A. Oakland and
NancyBeIi Cole
Mr. and Mrs. Jeft oetgen
Mr. and Mrs. Roger D. Oftemen
Dr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Olson
Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth E. Onstot
Mr. and Mrs. Michael S.
Orendorff
John Otto
Rev. and Mrs. Robert S. Owens,
JL.
Dr. Soja Park-Bennett
Mr. and Mrs. Les Patten
Mr. and Mrs. Gary W. Paukert
John P. Pearl & Associates
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Pease
Mrs. CatherIne E. Pederson
Dr. and Mrs. H. E. Pennhalurick
The Penn Central Corporation
Mr. and Mrs. Richard V. Peters
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Pierce
Mr. and Mrs. Mark A. Pines
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde O. Pock
Capt. and Mrs. William D.
Pocklington
Dr. Clarence Polhemus (d)
Dr. and Mrs. David L Pottaqe
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Pond
Mrs. and Mrs. Lowell O. Poore
Potlatch Forests Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin A. Potter
Power City Electric, Incorporated
Anthony Predisik
The Procter and Gamble Fund
Mr. and Mrs.Ronald L. Purdin
Quality Inn North
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Ranno
Dr. and Mrs. W. Wilson Rasco
Kaye L. Rasmussen
Capt. William L Reed
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Reed·McKay
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Reese
Rev. and Mrs. James S. Rettig
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Reynolds
Mr. and Mrs. Don C. Richner
•
Ridpath Hotel & Motor Inn
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Ripley
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Ritter
Katie A. Riutcel
Mr. and Mrs. Don Roberts
Mr. and Mrs. Dougald G.
Robinson
Dr. and Mrs. Grant V. Rodkey
Mr. and Mrs. Norman M. Roehl
A. L Romero
Ross Printing Company
Mr. and Mrs. Gerhard O. Roth
Mr. and Mrs. John Roth, Jr.
Or. Robert H. Ruby
Mr. and Mrs. Roger A. Russ
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Russell
Mr. and Mrs. Richard G. L. Ryan
Safeco Corporation
Safeco Insurance Company
Mr. and Mrs. Lee J. Sahlin
Peter F. Said
Terri K. Sanders
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry A. Sande
Mr. and Mrs. Gary G. Sanford
Lisa M. Sardinia
Saunders and Ott, Incorporated
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Schmeling
Mr. and Mrs.·Carl A. Schroeder
Eloulse S. Schumacher
Rev. and Mrs. Gordon M.
Schweitzer
Mr. and Mrs. Donald U. Seaman
The Seattle Times
Mrs. Charles Sebring
Karyl M. Seljak
Mr. and Mrs. Myron G. Sessions
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Bhallbetter
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Sharp
Mr. and Mrs. Bud L Sharpe
Jerry Sheftels
Dr. James F. Shepherd
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Sheridan
Mr. and Mrs. Creighton
Sherwood'
Dick Silk
Simchuk Sporting Goods
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Sisson
Mark D. Sloan
Janet M. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. R. Stephen Smith
Dr. Paul B. Smith, Jr.
Rev. Ronald B. Snelling
Sonderen Paper Box
Lawrence C. Sontag
The Southland Corporation
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J.
Spangenberg
Spokane Office Supply Company
Spokesman Review
Mr. and Mrs. Harris Statema
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Stave
Dr. Garth A. Steele
Steiner Corporation
Rev. and Mrs. John H. Stevens
Rev. and Mrs. J. Arthur
Stevenson
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Stewart
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lee
Stewart
Mr. and Mrs. William A.
Stockman
Dr. and Mrs. Peter M.
Stonebraker
Mr. and Mrs. Kyle H. Storm
Mr. and Mrs. George F. L. Stout
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. Strong
Mr. and Mrs. David Stuart
Dr. and Mrs. Arnold F. Stueckle
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney A.
Sundberg
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas M. A.
Sutherlin
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas G.
Swanson
Leacia Michie Taba
Mr. and Mrs. Irving T. Tague
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas T. Tavener
Tektronix Foundation
Telect, Incorporated
Dr. Glenn Terrell
Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Tewinkel
The N. L. Industries Foundation,
Incorporated
Rev. and Mrs. Lloyd Thompson
Times Mirror
Tomlinson Agency, Incorporated
Trade Graphics
Dr. Forrest C. rrevaute
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Trefts
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Trzcinski
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Tschache
. Dr. and Mrs. Andrew Tsoi
Mang-So 'rsot Punar
ML and Mrs. J. Stuart Turnbull
Mr. and Mrs. Howard H. Turner
Mr. and Mrs. Arnie Tyler
Union Oil Company Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Francis E. Unti
Dorothy B. Van Camp
Mrs. Archie Van Doren
Mrs. Dorothy M. Van Nice
Mr. and Mrs. Tom H. Ventris
Mr. and Mrs. Alan vlnesvtk
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald L. Vincent
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Vinther
G. Sue Voorheis
Anne C. Wagner
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wallace Wait
Mr. and Mrs. Lee H. Walker
Mr. and Mrs. Dewitt E. Wallace
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd A. Wallis
Richard F. Wandling
Washington State Auto Dealers
Mrs. Barbara Waterman
Mrs. Verona I. Watson
Mr. and Mrs. Donald K. weaver,
J,..
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Webber
Drs. David and Susan A. Weber
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Weir
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Welch
Drs. Robert and Elizabeth welty
White Swan Car Wash
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce T.
Whitehouse
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W. Wicklund
Paul Wikstrom
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Willard
Rev. and Mrs. M. Harlow Willard
Rev. and Mrs. John F. Williams
Mr. and Mrs. James Willis
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Willison
Mr. and Mrs. William Winder
Carol I. Winiecki
Mary Borden Woodard
Frances J. Wright
Dr. and Mrs. Larry E. Yates
Mr. and Mrs. Steven R. Young
Rev. and Mrs. Herbert C. Young
Dr. Harvey L. Young
Mr. and Mrs. C. Edward Zeiger
Mr. and ,Mrs. Lawrence Zenger-
O'Brien
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CHURCHES
Thefollowing
congregations
financially support the
mission of Christian
higher education at
WhItworth College:
SYNOD OF
ALASKA
NORTHWEST
P",byl.ry 01 C.nltll
Wlshlnglon
First Presbyterian
Cashmere, WA
First Presbyterian
Coulee City, WA
Eastmant Presbyterian
East wenatchee, WA
First Presbyterian
Ellensburg, WA
First Presbyterian
Ephrata, WA
Bethany Presbyterian
Grandview, WA
First Presbyterian
Kennewick, WA
Moses Lake Presbyterian
Moses Lake, WA
First Presbyterian
Okanogan, WA
First Presbyterian
Omak, WA
Othello Presbyterian
Othello, WA
Pasco Presbyterian
Pasco, WA
First Presbyterian
Prosser. WA
west Side Presbyterian
Richland, WA
Mt. Pisgah Presbyterian
Roslyn, WA
Sunnyside Presbyterian
Sunnyside. WA
First Presbyterian
Tieton, WA
waitsburg Presbyterian
waitsburg, WA
First Presbyterian
Walla Walla, WA
Community Presbyterian
Wapato, WA
Parker Heights Presbyterian
Wapato, WA
First Presbyterian
Wenatchee, WA
First Presbyterian
Yakima, WA
westminster Presbyterian
Yakima, WA
PtlSbytlfY 01 Ih. Inl.nd Empltl
First Presbyterian
Coeur d'Alene, 10
The Presbyterian
Craigmont, 10
First Presbyterian
Kamiah, 10
First Presbyterian
Kooskia, 10
Congregational Presbyterian
Lewiston, 10
Community Presbyterian
Post Falls, 10
First Presbyterian
Sandpoint, 10
Community Presbyterian
St. Maries, 10
First Presbyterian
Clarkston, WA
First Presbyterian
Davenport, WA
Community Presbyterian
Oakesdale, WA
First Presbyterian
Reardan, WA
Bethany Presbyterian
Spokane, WA
Emmanuel Presbyterian
Spokane, WA
First Presbyterian
Spokane, WA
10
I
Hamblen Park Presbyterian
Spokane, WA
Knox Presbyterian
Spokane, WA
Manito Presbyterian
Spokane, WA I
Millwood Presbyterian
Spokane, WA
Mission Avenue Presbyterian
Spokane, WA
Northwood Presbyterian
Spokane, WA
Opportunity Presbyterian
Spokane, WA
Shadle Park Presbyterian
Spokane, WA
Whitworth Presbyterian
Spokane, WA
Community Presbyterian
Washtucna, WA
First Presbyterian
Wilbur, WA
Ptlsbyt.ry 01North Pug" Sound
Birchwood Presbyterian
Bellingham, WA
First Presbyterian
Bellingham, WA
Clallam Bay Presbyterian
Clallam Bay, WA
The Presbyterian
Edmonds, WA
Maplewood Presbyterian
Edmonds, WA
Cascade View Presbyterian
Everett, WA
First Presbyterian
Everett, WA
First Presbyterian
Everson, WA
Friday Harbor Presbyterian
Friday Harbor, WA
Terrace View Presbyterian
Mountlake Terrace, WA
Mukilteo Presbyterian
Mukilteo, WA
Whidbey Presbyterian
Oak Harbor, WA
First Presbyterian
Port Angeles, WA
First Presbyterian
Port Townsend, WA
Calvin Presbyterian
Richmond Beach, WA
Lake Forest Park Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
Sequim Presbyterian
Sequim, WA
First Presbyterian
Snohomish, WA
Cottage Lake Presbyterian
Woodinville, WA
Pmbyt.ry 01Olympl.
First Presbyterian
Aberdeen, WA
First Presbyterian
Centralia, WA
westminster Presbyterian
Chehalis, WA
Chapel Hill Presbyterian
Gig Harbor, WA
First Presbyterian
Hoquiam, WA
First Presbyterian
Kelso, WA
Ocean Beach Presbyterian
Seaview, WA
First Presbyterian
Sumner, WA
Bethany Presbyterian
Tacoma, WA
Calvary Presbyterian
Tacoma, WA
First Presbyterian
Tacoma, WA
Marine View Presbyterian
Tacoma, WA
Parkway Presbyterian
Tacoma, WA
SkylinEl..,Presbyterian
Tacoma, WA
University Place Presbyterian
Tacoma, WA
First Presbyterian
Toledo, WA
SPECIAL FRIENDS
Wegratefully
acknowledge donors of
more than JIl,OOOwho
have supported
restricted programs at
WhItworth: memorials,
the endowment, the
capital fund, gift-in-kind
and restricted
scholarships.
Independent Colleges of
washington
Dr. Marjorie M. Klein
Mr. and Mrs. John Kott
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ladwig
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Lane
lincoln Choir Association
Katherine A. Logan
Mr. and Mrs. Verne Lupton
David E. Martin
Dr. and Mrs. Robert H. Mounce
Northwest Area Foundation
Northwestern Mutual Life
Helen O. Palmer
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Phillips
Mr. and Mrs. Dale N. Polhemus
Mr. and Mrs. Martin S. Polhemus
Rev. and Mrs. Robert H.
Rhinehart
Rice Family Scholarship
Richards Printing Company
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Roberts
SChulmerich Carillons,
Incorporated
Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Unicume
Union Pacific Foundation
Benjamin M. Veltman Estate
Washington Commission for
Humanities
Mary E. Yeomans Trust
Alaska Airlines
Anonymous
Elinore W. Bierman
Burlington Northern Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Curry
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Dingman
Mr. and Mrs. George Elliott
Revs. Quinn and Nancy Fox
Rev. and Mrs. Elmer R. Frimoth
Mr. and Mrs. Duane B. Hagadone
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hamblen
Mr. and Mrs. John Hammack
Mr. and Mrs. Albert G. Howell
Huntron Instruments
First Presbyterian
Woodland, WA
PtIUyttty 01311ft1.
Wabash Presbyterian
Auburn, WA
First Presbyterian
Bellevue, WA
Overtake Park Presbyterian
Bellevue, WA
Central Kitsap Presbyterian
Bremerton, WA
Steel Lake Presbyterian
Federal Way, WA-
Pine Lake Presbyterian
Issaquah, WA
Marcus Whitman Presbyterian
Kent, WA
Rose Hill Presbyterian
Kirkland, WA
Mercer Island Presbyterian
Mercer Island, WA
First Presbyterian
Renton, WA
First Presbyterian Church
Rolling Bay, WA
Bethany Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
Brighton Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
Central Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
First Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
Japanese Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
John Knox Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
Lake Burien Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
Magnolia Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
Mountain View Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
New Hope Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
Northminster Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
Southminster Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
Trinity Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
University Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
west Side Presbyterian
Seattle, WA
Foster Presbyterian
Tukwila, WA
Presbyt.ry 01 Ih. I'iIkon
First Presbyterian Church
Anchorage, AK
Trinity Presbyterian
Anchorage, AK
University Presbyterian
College, AK
First Presbyterian
Fairbanks, AK
SYNOD OF
LAKES AND
PRAIRIES
Knox Presbyterian
Minneapolis, MN
SYNOD OF
THE PACIFIC
First Presbyterian
Berkeley, CA
First Presbyterian
Concord, CA
Presbyterian Church of west
Valley
Cupertino, CA
Community Presbyrterian
Danville, CA
First Presbyterian
Fresno, CA
First Presbyterian
Hayward, CA
Letavette-Ortnde Presbyterian
Lafayette, CA
Union Presbyterian
Los Altos, CA
Park Boulevard Presbyterian
Oakland, CA
Valley Presbyterian
Portola Valley, CA
First Presbyterian
Salinas, CA
Immanuel Presbyterian
San Jose, CA
First Presbyterian
San Mateo, CA
westhope Presbyterian
Saratoga, CA
First Presbyterian
Ukiah, CA
First Presbyterian
Honolulu, HI
Smith Memorial Presbyterian
Fairview, OR
Calvary Presbyterian
Portland, OR
Moreland Presbyterian
Portland, OR
Mt. Tabor Presbyterian
Portland, OR
Valley Community
Portland, OR
Columbia Presbyterian
Vancouver, WA
First Presbyterian
Vancouver, WA
PIEDMONT
S Y NOD
The Fourth Presbyterian
Bethesda, MD
ROC K Y
MOUNTAIN
S Y NOD
First Presbyterian
Colorado Springs, CO
Corona Presbyerian
Denver, CO
Grace Presbyterian
Littleton, CO
First Presbyterian
Helena, MT
SYNOD OF
SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
AND HAWAII
Church of the Valley
Apple Valley, CA
Grandview Presbyterian
Glendale, CA
LaCanada Presbyterian
LaCanada, CA
LaJolia Presbyterian
LaJolla, CA
LaVerne Heights Presbyterian
LaVerne, CA
Malibu Presbyterian
Malibu, CA
First Presbyterian
Newhall, CA
Trinity Presbyterian
Santa Ana, CA
First Presbyterian
Santa Barbara
First Presbyterian
Sherman Oaks, CA
Emmanuel Presbyterian
Thousand Oaks, CA
First Presbyterian
westminster, CA
OTHER
Congregational Church
Loon Lake, WA
•
BUSINESSES AND FOUNDATIONS
Santa Fe Industries Foundation
Saunders and Ott, Incorporated
Seven's. Incorporated
The Seattle Times
Simchuk Sporting Goods
Skaggs Automotive,
Incorporated
Sonderen Paper Box
The Southland Corporation
Spokane Office Supply
Company
Spokesman Review
Steiner Corporation
Tektronix Foundation
Telaet, Incorporated
The NL Industries Foundation,
Incorporated
Times Mirror Foundation
Tomlinson Agency, Incorporated
Trade Graphics
Union Oil Company Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Dewitt E. Wallace
Washington State Auto Dealers
Wells Fargo Bank
White Swan Car Wash
Wirsche Custom Photo Lab
The Interest of the
business community In
Wbttworth College
continues to grow each
year. Tbts past year was
no exception. Total
unrestricted corporate
and foundation giving
reached 1105,431. 77
with additional desig-
nated contributions of
1316,076.49 for special
projects. The following
roll Is a complete
representation of tbe
support the college bas
received from the
corporate world.
'1,000+
Alaska Airlines
Alcoa Foundation
Anonymous
Associated Grocers
Boeing Company
Burlington Northern Foundation
Carnation Company Foundation
Central Pre-Mix Concrete
Company
Chevron U,S.A.
Columbia Lighting
Comstock Foundation
The Crescent
Digital Equipment Corporation
First Interstate Bank
Ford Motor Company Fund
Huntron Instruments
International Business Machines
George Frederick Jewett
Foundation
Key Tronic Corporation
Northwest Area Foundation
Northwestern Mutual Life
Old National Bank
Pacific First Federal Savings and
Loan
Pacific Gas Transmission
Company
Pacific Northwest Bell
David & Dorothy Pierce Trust
Puget Sound Power and Light
Richard's Printing Company
SChulmerich Carillons,
Incorporated -
Sears Roebuck Foundation
Symons Frozen FOods
Union Oil Company Foundation
Union Pacific Foundation
United Parcel Service Foundation
Washington Commission for
Humanities
Washington Trust Foundation
Washington water Power
Company
'500·'999
Atlantic Richfield Foundation
Boeing Company
Briggs Oil Company,
Incorporated
General Mills Foundation
International Business Machines
Luhn Shafer and Luhn Engineers
The Office Place
Rosauers Super Market
Seattle Savings League
West Coast Grocery
William's Investment
Young Life of Spokane
'5·1499
AT&T Foundation
Abbott Industries Fund
Acme Concrete Company
Air Products and Chemicals,
Incorporated
Allstate Foundation
American Airlines
American Medical International
Amstar Corporation
Arby's Roast Beef
Assistants Incorporated
Ball Corporation
BankAmerica Foundation
Barstone Dry and Party Ice
Company
Barton Oldsmobile Company
Battelle Memorial Institute
Best Products Foundation
The Blount Foundation
C. Brewer Charitable Foundation
E. S. Burgan and Son,
Incorporated
Ben B. Cheney Foundation
Clark White and Associates
Columbia Paint Company
Continental Bank Foundation
Continental Motel
Coopers and Lybrand
Davis and Hosch Music
Company
Del Monte Corporation
Diamond Bowl, Incorporated
Dietrich Farms
Domini's Sandwiches
Dr. J. H. Prahl, Incorporated,
P.S,
Eaton Corporation
Equitable Life Assurance Society
Excett Foods
Exxon Education Foundation
FMC Foundation
Fairfield Farms. Incorporated
First National Bank
General Dynamics
The General Electric Foundation
General Fire Equipment
Company
General Machinery Company'
General Telephone and E~ctric
Genstar Corporation
Hanson Properties, Incorporated
Hewlett Packard
Hill Country Life Insurance
Hoffman Music Company
Hoover Universal
ITT Corporation
Inland Automobile Association
Inland Power and Light
Company
John Deere Foundation
KHQ Incorporated
KREM Television
Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical
Corporation
Lawton Printing Company
Layrite Concrete Products
Company
Liberty Motel
Lindsay Soft Water of Spokane
The Lumberyard
Mayne Nickless, Incorporated
McDonald's
Monsanto Fund
Mountain Bell
Nalley's (Curtis-Burns)
Northwest Electronics
o K Furniture Company
ONB Corporation
Pacific Telesis Foundation
John P. Pearl and Associates
The Penn Central Corporation
Physio Control
Potlatch Forests Foundation
Pounders .Jewelry
Power City Electric,
Incorporated
The Procter and Gamble Fund
Quality Inn North
Rainier National Bank
Ralston Purina
Ridpath Hotel and Motor Inn
Rockwell International
Ross Printing Company
SAFECO Corporation
SAGA Corporation
INDEPENDENT COLLEGES OF WASHINGTON INCORPORATED
Ourparticipation with
the Independent Colleges
Of Washington has
proven to be a profitable
relationship for both
parties. 1CW was
develoed as a
consortium '0f ten
private colleges In the
state of Washington. Its
purpose Is to act as a
clearinghouse for
corporate and
foundation gifts from
throughout the state for
the benefit of private
education.
The follounng list of
corporations and
foundations exemplifies
the commitment of
private enterprise to
private education In the
state of Washington.
AT&T Foundation
Acme Concrete Company
Airborne Freight Corporation
Alaska Airlines
Albertson's Incorporated
Alcoa Foundation
Allied Stores Foundation
Incorporated
Alpac Corporation
American Brands Incorporated
American Marine Bank
American Steel
Arthur Anderson & Company
The Anderson Foundation
Anonymous
Norman Archibald Charitable
Foundation
Associated Grocers Incorporated
Guy F. Atkinson Company
Atlantic Richfield Foundation
BOC Group Incorporated
Bartell Drug Company
Battelle Memorial Institute
Bemis Company Foundation
Birkenwald Incorporated
The Boeing Company
Borden Foundation
The Bristol-Myers Fund
Frank Brooks Manufacturing
Company
Brown & Haley
Burlington Northern Foundation
Bank of California
Cascade Airways Incorporated
Cascade Natural Gas
Corporation
Cenex Foundation
The Chevron Fund of the Seattle
Foundation
Chevron, U.S.A.
Citicorp, U.S.A.
The Coca-Cola Company
Coldwell Banker
Concrete Technology
Corporation
Consolidated Freiqhtwaye
Incorporated
Container Corporation of
America Foundation
Continental Mills Incorporated
Continental Telephone System of
Northwest
Craftsman & Met Press Printers
Criton Technologies
Darigold Incorporated
Dart & Kraft Foundation
Data lIO Corporation
Deluxe Check Printers
Foundation
Drexel Burnham Lambert
Incorporated
Dupar Foundation
Farmaceutical Services
First Interstate Bank of
Washington Foundation
The O. D. Fisher Charitable
Foundation
Kenneth & Margarett Fisher
John Fluke Manufacturing
Company Incorporated
Ford Motor Company Fund
Neal A. Fosseen
General Mills Foundation
General Motors Corporation
General Telephone & Electronics
Foundation
Georgia-Pacific Foundation
Grace Foundation Incorporated
Grantrnaker Consultants
Incorporated
Graybar Electric Company
Incorporated
Great Northwest Foundation
Great western Malting
Groninger & Company
Incorporated
Gull Industries Incorporated
John l. Haas Incorporated
John Hancock Mutual Life
Insurance Company
Houghton Mifflin Company
ICFA Challenge Grant Proceeds
ITT Corporation
The ITT Rayonier Foundation
International Business Machines
Corporation
Donelyn & Gordon Jaeger
Johnson & Higgins of
Washington Incorporated
K-Mart Corporation
KIRO Radio & Television
KOMO Radio & Television
Laird, Norton Trust Company
Layrite Products Company
Liberty Mutual Insurance
Company/Liberty Mutual Fire
Insurance Company Fund
The Charles H, Lilly Company
Lonavrew Publishing Company
Marsh & McLennan Incorporated
Martin Marietta Aluminum
The Massart Company
Mayne Nickless Incorporated
McCall Oil & Chemical
Corporation
The Merck Company Foundation
Mid-Mountain Contractors
Incorporated
Minnesota Mining &
Manufacturing (3M)
Nalley's Fine Foods
New York Life Foundation
Nordstrom
Northern Life Insurance
Company
Northwest Natural Gas Company.
Northwestern Glass Company
Old National Bancorporation
Olympic Stain
Osberg Construction Company
PSF Industries Incorporated
PACCAR Foundation
Incorporated
Pacific American Commercial
Company
Pacific Metal Company
Pacific Northwest Bell Telephone
Company
Pacific Telecom Incorporated
PEMCO Foundation Incorporated
Pendleton Woolen Mills
J. C. Penney Company
Incorporated
Peoples Slate Bank/Lynden
Performance Brokers
Incorporated
Pope & Talbot Incorporated
Power City Electric Incorporated
The Procter & Gamble Fund
The Prudential Foundation
Puget Sound National Bank
Puget Sound Power & Light
Company
The Rabel Foundation
Incorporated
Rainier Bancorporation
Foundation
Rainier Brewing Company
Recreational Equipment
Incorporated
A. J. Reynolds Industries
Incorporated
Ridgway Packaging Corporation
ROCK COR Incorporated
SAFECO Insurance Companies
Safeway Stores Incorporated
Seattle Boiler Works Incorporated
Seattle Savings League
The Seattle Times
Simpson Timber Company Fund
The Spokesman-Review
Standard Motor Products
Incorporated
Sterling Drug Incorporated
Sundstrand Corporation
Foundation
Tam Engineering Corporation
Tandy Corporation/Radio Shack
Teachers Foundation
Incorporated
Tektronix Foundation
Ticor Foundation
The Bank of Tokyo
The UPS Foundation
Incorporated
Union Oil Company of California
Foundation
Union Pacific Railroad
Foundation
United Telephone Company of
the Northwest
Univar Foundation
Hiram Walker & Sons
Incorporated
Washington Mutual Savings Bank
Washington Natural Gas
Company
Washington State Automobile
Dealers Association
The Washington Water Power
Company
Westin Hotels
The Wollenberg Foundation
Wright-Schuchart Incorporated
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MATCHING GIFTS
These are
individuals who have
a life-income
agreement with
Whitworth. This
includes trusts,
annuities, pooled-
incomefund, life
estates, etc. The
individuals or their
named beneficiaries
receive income for their
lifetimes, and the
proceeds will
eventually distribute in
whole or part to
Whitworth.
WHITWORTH FOUNDATION
Three categories if
donors are handled
through the Whitworth
Foundation:
Foundation Associates,
Insurance Associates
and Heritage
Associates. Formore
information on how to
join, please contact The
Whitworth
Foundation.
We have over $8
million if irrevocable
life insurance with the
following people. These
donors pay premiums
on policies that are
owned by the
Foundation, with
Whitworth as the
eventual beneficiary. If
you have an insurance
policy with Whitworth
as the named
beruficiary, please
notify us.
INSURANCE
ASSOCIATES
Anonymous
The Rev. Richard S. Chiolis
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Curry
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Dingman
Jon W. Flora
Mr. and Mrs. Charles "Chad"
Srevee .
Herbert M. Hamblen
Clair N. and Carol L. Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Kent H. lupton
Leonard B. Martin
Maureen Micklich
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Mounce
Dale N. Polhemus
Mr. and Mrs. Martin S. Polhemus
Morris Plotkin
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Roberts
Dallas Barbara Sutton
Margaret Ross ThrailkIll
Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Unicume
The people listed
below have notified us
that Whitworth College
is named in their will.
lfyou have made
provisions for
Whitworth in your will
and have not been
included in this list,
please contact us.
HERITAGE
ASSOCIATES
Anonymous
Rev. and Mrs. William W. Ainley
Mrs. Hazel Akins
Dr. and Mrs. Gilbert L Ashar
Dr. and Mrs. Sherwin P. Avann
Margaret A. Baird
Mrs. C. Norb Balzer
Kay and Suzanne Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Buckler
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn L. Button
Ms. Roberta B. Cauvel
Miss Jessie E. Chapin
Mrs. Ray K. Ouzer
Dr. Darrell F. Clukey
Rev. Richard and Elizabeth M.
Cole
Mr. and Mrs. H. Melvin Cowen
Peggy Reine Cromer
Miss Elsie M. Doak
Dr. James P. Evans
Mrs. Will A. Fawver (Joyce A.)
Roger L. Gehrig
G. Michael and Pamela E. Goins
Mrs. Genevieve Gollehon
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin D. Heaps
Margaret E. Hopkins
Carroll Hull
Rev. Leslie R. Hyder
George F. Ingraham, Jr.
Rev. and Mrs. Andy Jarvis
Mrs. Eunice Johnston
Mr. and Mrs. Gary W. Kennaly
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Kendall
Dr. and Mrs. Paul Knox
Dr. Mark Koehler
AI Koetje
Miss Martha A. Lane
Aldena Lauten
Louise Lauten
Mrs. Marion Lay
Mrs. Gertrude A. Lindsey
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce McCullough
Ginger Mcilvaine
Rev. D. William and Merrie E.
Mcivor
Maureen Micklich
Joyce M. Miller
Dr. and Mrs. Raymond W. Moody
Haydn and Evelyn Morgan
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Myers
Dayne Nix
Eric and Linda Olson
Michael and Carole Orenoortt
Gordon C. Peterson
Leland Peterson
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Plopper
Mr. and Mrs. Jeongseon Rhee
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald B. Rice
Dr. and Mrs. Bill Richter
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Ricksecker
Mr. and Mrs. F. Lee Rodkey
L. Holland S1. John
Burton and Ethel Boughton
Sanders
Robert Showacre
Dr. and Mrs. Clarence J.
Simpson
George and Evelyn Sisler
Mrs. Jay Stingley
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Symons,
Jr.
Rev. and Mrs. Lloyd Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. Ingwer W. Thomsen
Lila Weber Tirsell
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Trefts
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Turner
Lowell and Geraldine Tyler
Rev. David and Cheryl Votaw
Shirley G. Richard Waddell
Karen E. Wallin
David Lloyd Wetzel
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Wilson
Anna L. Wirth
Mrs. Mae F. Zediker
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas W. Zibell
John Deere Foundation
Monsanto Fund
Mountain Bell
Northwestern Mutual Life
Old National Bank Corporation
Northwest Bell Pacific
Pacific Telesis Foundation
The Penn Central Corporation
Physio Control
Potlatch Forests Foundation
The Procter and Gamble Fund
Ralston Purina
Rockwell International
Safeco Corporation
Safeco Insurance Company
SAGA Administration
Corporation
Santa Fe Industries Foundation
The Seattle Times
The Southland Corporation
Tektronix Foundation
Times Mirror
Union Oil Company Foundation
Wells Fargo Bank
FOUNDATION
ASSOCIATES
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Aston
(Deceased)
C. Norb Balzer (Deceased)
Mrs. Evelyn I. Barr (Deceased)
The Honorable H. Scott Barr
Loren A. and Marjory M. Bauer
Mrs. Mary Helene Bowen
John Bronson (Deceased)
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Buckler
Miss Jessie E. Chapin
Miss Elizabeth Davis
Mr. and Mrs. J. Walter Davis
H. L. Denning
C. R. DeVatz
Mrs. Helen H. Devin
Mr. and Mrs. Robert DeVoe
Mrs. Dorothy F. Dixon
Dr. and Mrs. L. Bruce Donaldson
The Foss Family (Anacortes}
George F. Ingraham, Jr.
Mrs. Ruth Irving
Drs. Hugh and Mary Johnston
Harry H. Kendall
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Kendall
Mrs. Otto L. Lagervall
Mrs. Christena Lahmeyer
Francis and Elizabeth laird
Miss Mildred lemon
Mr. and Mrs. louis S. Livingston
Miss Florence L. Logan
Miss Lorna Logan
Harold C. Metcalf (Deceased)
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Mounce
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth Myers
Rev. and Mrs. Rowan A. O'Brien
Miss Lessie E. Rasco
Gray A. Reagan
Mrs. Rosamond K. Remine
Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Ricard
Robert B. and Pearl P.
Richardson
Mrs. Margaret W. Robertson
Monroe Rosenthal
Mrs. Mable Rutherford
Rev. and Mrs. Lloyd Thompson
Thomas L. Thompson
(Deceased)
Mr. and Mrs. Ingwer W. Thomsen
Mrs. Frank L. Tiffany
Mrs. Jane Trefts
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Trefts
Lowell and Geraldine Tyler
Dr. and Mrs. Archie Van Doren
Mrs. Gwen B. VerHoef
A. T. Warner
Mr. and Mrs. Clarke Williams
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Wills
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Woodard
(Deceased)
Mrs. Mae zeorker
Many gifts of alumni
and friends are matched
by employers who
extend their generosity
through a corporate
matching gift program.
The result is a
significant addition to
the Whitworth
development program.
This year, 125,000 in
matching money was
received from the private
sector complimenting
employee support of
Whitworth.
AT&T Foundation
Abbott Industries Fund
Air Products and Chemicals,
Incorporated
Allstate Foundation
American Airlines
American Medical International
Amstar Corporation
Atlantic Richfield Foundation
Ball Corporation
BankAmerica Foundation
Best Products Foundation
The Blount Foundation
Boeing Company
C Brewer Charitable Foundation
Burlington Northern Foundation
Chevron Oil Company
Continental Bank Foundation
Del Monte Corporation
Digital Equipment Corporation
Eaton Corporation
Equitable Life Assurance Society
Exxon Education Foundation
FMC Foundation
Ford Motor Company Fund
General Dynamics
The General Electric Foundation
General Mills Foundation
General Telephone and Electric
Genstar Corporation
Hewlett Packard
Hill Country Life Insurance
Hoover Universal
International Business Machines
ITT Corporation
International Business Machines
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ALUMNI
A special thanks this
year to tbe many
bundreds of you who
have so faitbfully
supported your alma
mater.
Without tbe incentives
of an alumni directory
and a matching
program you still came
tbrougb to keep us in
tbe running as one of
tbe top alumni
programs in tbe United
States.
1909-32
aa .. Agenl: Helen Doig Trey.llte
(deceased) No. of Dono ... : 20
% of PartlclpaUon: 38%
Total Glflt: $5,507.82
1 9 1 Ii
lelia V. Price
1 9 1 8
Anna Mary Muir Estate
1920
catherine Gunn Pedernon
192 3
Margaret W. Robertson
1 925
Delilah Barber Butler
Mil«ed Hess Criswell
1926
Dorothy Brenton vanCamp
1 9 2 7
Lawrance J. Mitchell
1 928
teesie E. Rasco
193 0
Lloyd H. Smith
Kathryn Bockman Thomas
193 1
Janice scherrretom Andrews
Clifford Bromling
Mary Hinton Knoll
Muriel Mase Paulicheck
Alice Sanstrorn Postell
Caroline Petsch walker
I 932
Hugh Bronson
Dorothy Hood McNeal
Forrest C, Travaille
1933
Class Agent:
No. of Donors:
n/o of Participation:
Total Gifts:
Maurice Holt
9
47%
$497.50
Charles F. Bradford
Zelma Morgan Ooig
Maurice R. Holt
Ruth Lawson
J. Alfred Marquam
Daurice Tilden Pyles (35)
Mildred King Sandwith
J. Arthur Stevenson
Mildred Fry Thompson
I934
Eatella Baldwin
6-$1,260.00etauAgentNo. of Donors:% of ParticIpation:Total Gifts:
Evelyn Irwin Ashbrook
Estella E. Baldwin
Charlotte Slater Fancher (35)
Elsie Ratsch Fariss (35)
William D. Glenn
Mary Borden Crain Woodard
1 935
Class Agent:
No. of Donors:
% of ParticipatIon:
Total GI ... :
Keith Murray
9
50%
$1,117.50
ward N. Fancher Jr. (34)
Melvin K. Fariss (34)
Genevieve Wilson GQllehon
T. Murdock Hale
Helen Wilson Hoidal
Paul W. Koper (39)
Keith A. Murray
Jewell Pyles (33)
Orlin C. Spicer
193 6
Class Agent: Thomas W. Heald
No. of Donors: 9
% of Participation: 69%
Total Gilts: $585.00
Carmen Kopsland Carpenter
Florence Moore Hallett
Thomas W. Heald
Thomas C. McFeron
H.E. Penhalurick (49)
John Schlomer
David J. Stowell
Tom H. Ventris
Anne Kamm Wilkes
I 93 7
Ann Plllers Krell
12
50%
$887.50
Class Agent:
No. 01 Donors:
% of Participation:
ToIaIGI ... :
Bertha M. Davie
Ruby L. Hobson
Marie Summers Irwin
Dorothy Harding Kimbrell
Mark L. Koehler (44)
Ann Pilfers Krell
W. Wilson & Faith Helms Rasco
(37)
Ralph C. Shanks Sr.
Dorothy Monk lombari
Philip walborn (38)
Grace Titus Williams
193 8
Hazel I. Barnes
8
28%
$345.00
Class Agent:
No. of Donors:
% 01 Participation:
Total Gifts:
Elizabeth A. Baumgartner
Howard E. Culp
Alfred F. Hewitt (66)
Gyneth Chapman Lehn (48)
Eloise Sloan Pond (40)
Lowell O. Poore
Virginia Larsen Roti
Lorraine Rasco walborn (37)
I 939
CIa .. Agent: Mary Trevitt
Robinson
10
38%
$1,547.50
No. of Donors:
% of Participation:
To"l Gifts:
Marjorie Harrison Christensen
Donald B. Colpitts
Reuel A. Cook (44)
Blair P. Cosman
Mildred Egbers Koper (35)
Mary Trevitt Robinson (41)
Grant V. Rodkey
Garth A. & Marjorie Robinson
Steele
Dan webster
1940
'Harold Eastburg
14
37%
$2,052.50
CtanAgent:
No. of Donors:
% of Participation:
TotaIGI"':
Edgar T. Bassford
Anna Belle Peers Christy
Harold L. Eastburg
John H. Eisenhauer
Dorothy Brown Helland
John F. Hook
LeRoy E. Hook (67)
Lewis Kirsch
Aldena Lauten
Mary V. Mount
William B. Pond (38)
Janice Peterson Richardson
John Roth, Jr.
Paul Wikstrom
194 I
Class Agent: Betty Ferrell
Messe.
6
36%
$1,327.50
No. of Donors:
% of Participation:
Total Gilts:
Sydney K. Eaton (42)
Edwin 0. Kime
Betty Ferrell Messex
Velma Moos Potter (42)
Dougald G. Robinson (39)
Dora thea" Teeter
Francis E. Unti (42)
Joe Wolfe
1 942
Class Agent
No. 01 Donors:
% 01 Participation:
TotaIGI"':
Bill RIchter
15
41%
$1,707.50
Re~'v. Blumhagen (45)
Robert G. Brault
Joseph V. Dixon
Harriet Thorndike Eaton (41)
Keith N. Hickox
Charles H. & Dolores Muench
Hoyt
Gerald W. Klein (45)
Barbara Elliott Miller
Irvin A. Potter (41)
Lee & Marjorie Boughton Rodkey
Stewart Sparrow
Verna Bunkelman Unti (41)
Evelyn Olmsted Wigen
194 3
C1ass Agent:
No. 01 Donors:
% 01 Participation:
Total Gifts:
Carl Blanford
9
41%
$785.00
Helen Carlson Blackwell
Carl Blanford
Mary Dugan Farris
Loren A. Gothberg (44)
louise Holder Harbin
Robert R. Johnson
Robert H. Ruby
Ruth Baldwin Wegeleben
Gwendolene Lobdell Wittman
I944
Class Agent:
No. 01 Donors:
% 01 Participation:
Total Gilts:
Paul Merkel
10
40%
$597.50
Marguerite Conner Cook (39)
Gerald S. Dean
Helen Bovee Finlayson (45)
Eleanor Hook Gothberg (43)
Ruth Huntley Gothenquist
Velma Hoff Gurnsey (45)
Clarabelle Braden Koehler (37)
Tetsuo Saito
Barbara Bauer Stern
David M. Thorndike (45)
194 5 -
ClauAgent: Joyce Warren
Starren
16
35%
$3,182.50
No. of Donors:
% of PartlclpaUon:
Total Gifts:
Jeanne Blumhagen (42)
Bruce D. Finlayson (44)
P. Lorraine Frick Goetz
Floyd L. Gurnsey (44)
Gertrude Haussler
Helen Morrow Keiser
Carol Gardner Klein (42)
Marjorie M. Klein
Hans Moldenhauer
Robert E. Sanders
Mary Millay ScheIdt
Jack A. & Joyce warren Starrett
Isabell McNeely Tesdall
Isabel Mise Thorndike (44)
George L. Vanleuven
194 6
Class Agent: Heidi Horlkawa
Kltlyama
10
22"
$5n.50
No. of Donors:
% 01 Participation:
To .. 1Gilts:
Edna May Armstrong
Lu Alice Wilson Calkins
M. Jeanne Klrkendorfer Click
(63)
A. Ross Cutter (61)
Marjorie SChauble Oymale
Thelma Earl Jones
Otto C. Oberst
Frances Hathaway Stepp
Shirley Esty Strivings
Robert Thompson
I 94 7
Class Agent:
No. of Donors:
% of Participation:
Total Gifts:
Odin Baugh
15
19%
$2,239.17
Mary A. Ainley
Helen Garner Axworthy
Odin A. Baugh (48)
Glen W. Brincken
Gertrude A. Christ
Susan Harris Dickinson
Paul A. Grams
C. Theodore Hegg
A. Bruce McCullough (48)
Raymond W. Moody (73)
John P. Rodkey (67)
Michi Hirata Sakai
M. Pat Stewart Snelling (49)
Barbara Mullen Stout (50)
Catherine Yeend
HuesJason dow and SCottRalph stop a ~
Lewis and Clark player in the
homecoming game. The Pirates won
4S-13.
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CI... Agent: MIriam Pekequln
HIIglund
28
34%
$3,018.67
Martin B. Faber (49)
Benjamin C. Fairchild (49)
Arnold & Naomi Timm Fosse
Brainerd & Esther Gray Fraser
Allen J. Good (52)
Stanley R. Graham (49)
George O. Hanks
B. Sue Pace Holmes (48)
Henry L. Hotter
Joyce Ludberg Hughett
Thomas E. Johnston (48)
Richard W. Klein (53)
James A. Larsen (49)
Wayne E. Larsen (52)
Joan Wycoff Lucas
James W. & Lois waldron
McConnell
George L Mct.arren (49)
Rachel M. Morse
Willis H. Newton, Jr. (49)
Les & Georgene Summerson
Patten
Richard V. Peters (49)
Clyde O. Pock (51)
Dorothy Rademach.er
Robert H. Rhinehart
Sylvia Johnson Roehl (62)
Gordon M. Schweitzer
Beverly Travaille Stockman
George F. L. Stout (47)
J. Graley Taylor
A. Ronald Tretbe!
Dorene Paul Weber (54)
'95 ,
Class Agent: Arthur E.
Symons, Jr.
27
20%
$6,692.50
No. of Dono ...:
% of Partlclpetlon:
Tolli Gifts:
James A. Baer (50)
Neertne Marcus Baugh (47)
Robert M. Bradburn
Margaret Thoming Cardia (50)
E. Fay Smith Dawson (49)
Mary Nutwell Elder
Camilla Tatman English
Miriam Petrequln Haglund
David L. Holmes (50)
Carole Berg Johnston (50)
Mildred Nelsen Lehmann
Howard M. Lehn (38)
Margie Nielson Lewis
Ruth Jaqua Madeira
Gerald H. Mahaffey
Ernest C. & Merrie Dillahunt
Major
Clarabel Stevens McCullough
(47)
Kathleen Boyle Orton
Margaret Morrill Pontius
Arlene E. Rieckers
George H. Scharff (49)
Emily Polson Simmons
Janet M. Smith
Donald Stacey
Nancy McFarlane Stromme
Mary Bovee Taylor (49)
Kenneth Turney (51)
'94 9
Class Agent: Betty Lange Stratton
No. of Donors: 38
% of Participation: 27%
Total Gifts: $6,417.50
William W. & Nancy Osborne
Ainley
Virginia Warren Ainley (51)
Fae Eilers Allen
Mary Morimoto Aoyama
Lavern F. Brassard
Eugene H. Breckenridge
Barbara Deemy Burklo
Walter Dawson (48)
Theron M. Duerfeldt
Beverly Holmes Faber (50)
Jaye Christensen Fairchild (50)
Joann Larson Gillis
Jeanette Hannon Graham (50)
Mary Lou Anderson Grunigen
Richard V. Hanks
Shirley Freeburn Hayden
Laura K. Jacobsen
Thelma Bruce Landon
Barbara Wilson Larsen (50)
Dorothy Smyth McLarren (50)
Don A. Miller
Robert A. Mills
Mary Lou Atkinson Newton (50)
Richard J. & Marian Bock
Patterson
Darlene Andrus Penhalurick (36)
Joyce Trail Peters (50)
Jerry & Margaret Ridsdale
Pomeroy
Mary Guthrie Schartf (48)
Shirley Rosenkranz Simmonds
Ronald B. Snelling (47)
Clifford J. Taylor (48)
Paul Vinther
Donald K. weaver, Jr.
Herbert C. Young (52)
C. Edward Zeiger
, 950
Class Agent: George F. L. Stout
No. of Donors: 48
% of Participation: 28%
Total Gifts: $7,427.50
Betty Follett Alsgaard
Donald N. Anderson
Barbara Gwinn Antes
Beth Roduner Baer (48)
Richard K. Baker
Donald E. & Hazel Belcher
Bishop
Homer C. Cardle (48)
Madelyn Curtis Carlson
Philip C. Cory
Albert H. Culverwell
Mary Anslow Davis
Vio1a Goodale Deibert
14
No. of Donors:
% of Participation:
Total Gifts:
M.Colleen Pickert Adams (52)
Charles Ainley (49)
Norma M. Bantillo
Sylvia Setters Buchholtz
Hope Ainley Burris
Robert M. Chamness
Richard B. Cole (53)
Ruth K. Conrad
Peggy Gazette
Myrtle Aeschliman Johnson
J. Russell Larson (59)
Spencer & Geraldine Tweedy
Lewis
Gordon E. Lofgren
Verna M. Longbottom
Joan Leavers McDonald (52)
Marvin B. McLean
Jeane Eiseman Nichols
Gordon C. Peterson
Colleen Griffiths Pock (50)
C. Philip & Shirley Gilson
Schiller
John P. Sccttcrd
Robert E. Shreve (55)
Arthur E. Symons, Jr. (53)
Bonna Krug Turney (48)
Alice Bernice Woodhead
,952
Class Agent:
No. of Donors:
% of Participation:
Total Gifts:
Malcolm l. Bolen
28
25%
$2,675.00
Samuel H. Adams (51)
Norma Bjorniby Bennett (53)
Raymond E. Blackstone
Dorothy Ireland Branson
Glenn L. Button
June Duran Cook
Patricia L. Dole
Mark A. Duntley
James P. Evans
Helen Henricksen Good (50)
Florence Jones Holman
Dixie Harder Hutson
Ann Harold Jacobson
Delbert W. King
Jean Walker Larsen (50)
William C. McConnell (84)
Phillip O. McDonald (51)
Allen H. Miller
Cal Moxley
Archie L. Patton
Elizabeth Rohrer Pickarts
Jackie Cosman Ridenour (55)
Linda Parks Roach
fraul A. Schilperoort
Mary Ann Schmatjen Thimmes
G. Sue Voorheis
Mary Lou Lannigan weinland
Laura Johnson Young (48)
Some of the 17 students who crammed
into a car for a ''Volkswagen stuff'
during homecoming Week.
'95 3
Class Agent:
No. of Donors:
% of Participation:
Total Gifts:
Andrew Jarvis28
26%
$3,440.00
William D. Pocklington
Fred R. Ridenour (52)
Marian Wiltse Scafe (62)
Geraldine Buob Shreve (51)
Arnold F. Stueck Ie (65)
,956
Class Agent: Alan and Dottle
Bovee VUlesvlk
20
16%
$1,592.50
~ Nathan A. Maddoxa. Keith L. McNeil
i Mary SChmoyer Orwin (59)
~ H. Patricia Odonahue Pembrook
~ Margaret Aritdson Reed
i Ronald B. Rice
!" Carolyn Cole Rutherford
§ Marjorie Kilby SCribner
i H. wayne Smith
it Mary Higgins Spangenberg (56)
i> Barbara Monteith Spellman (59)! Patricia Williams Thornburgh
I Hubert 'rravettle1 Paul E. W.,d
'95 9
Class Agent: Sandy GIllis Moser
No. of Donors: 29
% of Participation: 21%
Total Gifts: $6,633.60
James W. Buckley
Fern Dickinson
Victor S. Ferguson
Shirley Dahlgren Glandon (58)
John G. Gunn
Jack C. Hardy
William A. Heathman (58)
Carol Brahams Hemus
Steven P. Johnson
Glen R. Larson (57)
Joan Osthoff larson (51)
Ted O. McAtee
Lavonne Hodges Miller (62)
Mabel Stevens Morrison
Sandra Gillis Moser
Helen Bengtson Nash (62)
William E. Orwin (58)
David S, QUiril"g
Larry S Re'd (60)
Robert H. Rigstad (60)
Gerhard O. Roth (69)
Carolyn Cinotto Russell (60)
Joan Lamping Sheridan
Donald M. Spellman (58)
Alice Brubacher Thorn
Evangeline Babcock Triplett
Charlene Davis Turnbull
Edward B. Unicume
Kathryn Stephenson Wurtz
Louise Fairchild Adams
Donald M. Bennett (52)
John C. Black
Elaine Boehmer
Norma Brown (54)
Vernon D. Buckley (62)
Larry E. Clark
Elizabeth Olds Cole (51)
Ethelwyn Russell Couch
Robert V. Davidson
Andrew A. & Darlene Oelk Jarvis
Ardith Moberly Klein (50)
Betty J. Knobel
Harry W. Lewis
Richard C. Mastbrook
William L. McNeil
Kenneth & Donna Nash Munn
(53)
Bobby G. Roach
Harold A. Scales
Barbara Ranzenbach Scott (57)
Luella Lee Krum Sheldon
Fred Seth
Glenna James Symons (51)
Doris C. Wages
Marylyn Toevs Waters
Glenna Landreth Zwainz
,954
Class Agent: Edna Rasmussen
Hollingsworth
18
19%
$3.089.38
No. of Donors:
% of Participation:
Total Gifts:
Bruce E. Ackley
Laura Smith Bogen
Priscilla J Buctiln
Maryrva Carpenter
Mary Stolarcnuk Chapman
Joan Wallace Comer
Donald E. Ferguson
Douglas M. Gates
Gait Watson Gum (54)
Julie Cherry Hughey (56)
William H. Hughey (56)
S. David Mazen
Donna Witter Roberts
Charles E. Shall better
James F. Shepherd
Walter J. Spangenberg (58)
Robert W. Steffer
Alan & Dorothy Bovee vmesvtk
N. Jean Yates
'95 7
Class Agent:
No. of Donors:
% of Participation:
Total Gifts:
William S. Lutz
16
14%
$1,030.00
1 9 6 0
Class Agent: Carol Steven
campbell
36
22%
$4.000.50
No. of Donors:
% of Partlelpatlon:
Total Gifts:
Ervin L. Brown (53)
Ina Henefer Diebel
Weldon & Mary Young Ferry
Robert Goodale
Theresa Scharff Groves
Don J. Gum (56)
Barbara Hultman Harris
Marvin D. Heaps
Roberta Duran Holiday
Edna Rasmussen Hotnnqsworth
Madelyn Graybill Levy
Connie Williams Robertson
Mary Hartman Ryan
Ruth Anderson Satterlee
Alice Reeve Scriber
George E. weber (50)
Fran Bennett Wicht
,955
Class Agent: Della Weyrick
Johnson
22
17%
$3,105.00
Marvin Adams (58)
Dorothy Rogers Durkee
Leslie Norquist Egloff
Carol Schmoyer Fryer
Laree Saunders Gregory
Barbara Harder Jensen (55)
George A. Jongeward (55)
Marlene Rasmussen Larson (59)
Virginia Hanley MacDonald
Greta Rizzuti (76)
Robert L. Scott (53)
Ronald & Anne Crevey Soucy
Marilyn Schimpf Webber
James A. & Tonna Wendelburg
weir
,958
Class Agent: William Glldehaus
No. of Donors: 36
% of Participation: 24%
Total Gifts: $5,272.50
Patricia Walsh Adams (57)
Alan Bare
Frank & Bonnie Bullard Bates
Geraldine Kandler Beal
Lyman W. Benshoof
Richard A. Brahams
wesley J. Brubacher
Kathleen M. Clark
Grace Cunningham
Fred A. Glandon (59)
Marie-Elizabeth Hooper Haase
Marjorie White Hahn
Edna Johnson Hart
Ruth Moody Heathman (59)
Jerry L. Henriksen
Ronald D. Henriksen
Michael & Jane C. Sheppard
Hussey
Gard N. Kealoha
Alvin B. Koetje
Mary Latimer Lee
No. of Donors:
% of ·Partlcipatlon:
Total Gftts:
Janice Lamott Adams (61)
Richard L. & Mary Ann Dunlap
Barney
Maridean Flower Bennett (67)
Joseph P. H. Black
Carol Steven Campbell
Joyce Jansen Carver
Kathryn Chatalas
M. Louise Herbage Clark
Frances Surplus Ctlzer
Robert S. Crist (61)
Ron M. Detrick (85)
Rosalie Scott Doty
Richard W. Hall
Glee Lago Hooper (62)
Lynda Moody Hurst
Eric D. Iversen
Ranko Iwamota
Eulale Rognlie Keesler
Lola Latimer Kent
Virginia Baird Ketzel
La Verne Simpson Loihl
Gladys Dartford Meriwether
Ronald & Patricia Mohler Purdin
Tammy Abell Reid (59)
Anita Crall Rigstad (59)
Carol Peterson Robinson (70)
William M. Russell (59)
Jerry A. Sando
Linda Clothier Sharman
Gary E. Sharpsteen
Dick Silk
Sharon Earl VanEaton
Barbara J. Walker
B. Arminta WilliS
No. of Donors:
% of Participation:
Total Gifts:
Clarence E. Abey
Carol Chamberlain
Irene Jarvis Crichton
Virginia Willis Egli
Barbara Beeman Elfbrandt
I. Ruth Higgins Gray
Bonnie Weinheimer Hart
Verla Logan Hill
Nancy L. Howard
Paul E. Jensen (57)
Della M. Weyrick Johnson
Marian Davis Johnson (65)
Janet Williams Jongewood (57)
Mary Sanderman Kelly
Lillian Lyle
Daniel D. Mahlum
Frank R. Marshall
Arlene Kowdrick Klotz
Ronald J. Krantz (69)
A. 'Nes Leid
Nancy Nicholas Loder (65)
Marilyn Lobdell Maish
Judith wakefield McCullough
(66)
Paulette Boyk Meldahl
Michael E. Nunley (68)
Kathryn Hamilton O'Laughlin
Laurel Lundgren Parratt (68)
Peggy Turner Perry
Don & Anne Hornall Roberts
Sharon Wilson Roberts (68)
Marie Larsen Rodkey (47)
James Allen Ross
Marvin C. Sather
Errol E. Schmnidt (69)
Karyl M. Seljak
Ursula Jayne Neltner Simonson
Peter M. Stonebraker
Virginia Burcham White
Orval Lee Williams
~
!
~
o
!
!
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Sophomore Darrln Schmidt, left, edges
out senior Glenn Douglas in an
"ironman" contest. one of many
homecoming events.
I 9 6 I
Class Agent: Beverly Anderson
Washburn
4.
24%
$3,030.00
No. of Donort:
% of Participation:
Total Gifts:
samuel B. Adams (60)
Merlyn L. Anderberg
Robert A. Beach
Harvey Bolton
Elizabeth Perret Carroll
David H. Chung
W. Theodore Clark
Geraldine Thompson Couture
. Janice Cox Crist (60)
Jerry C. Crooks (62)
Shirley Cutter (46)
Margee Blackstone Dewar
Patricia Campbell Dutt
Joanne Rosenkranz Elliott
Shirley Lund Gotts (62)
Irma Bengtson Heiple
Gait Schlichtig Janes
Richard N. Jones
Esther Knapp Kletsch
Donna Thompson Koerker
Maurice H. Lary
Jessie Giboney March (66)
Kenneth W. Moore
Wilburn G. Moore
David A. Morley (63)
Linda Thornberg O'Leary
Elaine Graese Olson
Judy Boppell peace
Priscilla C. Small
William J. stave (63)
Richard W. Strong
Gloria Dawn Suiter
Lorne M. Swanstrom
Carol Clark Tague
Stuart R. Taylor
Charles G. Tewinkel (62)
Charles W. Thorpe
Andrew Tsoi
Pullar Mang-So Tsoi
J. Stuart Turnbull
Patty Clatchey Vincent
Henk G. Wapstra (63)
I 9 6 2
Class Agent: Gall Warner Fielding
No. 01 Donors: 39
% 01 Participation: 22010
Total Gifts: $11,545.00
Marian Palmer Andrews
Edward Arildson
Donald E. Boyk
Marie Miller Buckley (53)
J. Frank & Kathleen Goode
Bumpus
Donald R. Cowan
Lorna Overmyer Crooks (61)
John S. Detlcr
Helene Eaton
Helen M. Foster
Edward E. Gotts (61)
Ronald D. Haffner
Glen E. Hooper (60)
Ivan M. Johnson (62)
William L. Johnson (62)
Janice Sipe Johnson (62)
M. Rachel Higgins Johnson (62)
Phyllis Johnson Justice
David E. Martin
Maxine L. McCallum
Robert T. Mclaughlin
Duane G. Miller (59)
Gerald S. Nash (59)
N. Karen McMillan Nordby
Judith Staub Owen
Mary Lou Meyerhof Peterson
(65)
Lois Redmond
J. David Robblee
Norman M. Roehl (50)
Leslie W. Rurey (64)
James Scafe (55)
Robert L. Schalock
Dale F. Sciuchetti
Mary Kohr Snyder
Nancy Sekava Tewinkel (61)
Howard H. Turner
Frances J. Wright
Robert K. Yearout (64)
I 9 6 3
Class Agent: Doug and Sharon
Hottle Clegg
31
16%
$3.060.00
No. 01 Donors:
% of Participation:
Total Gilts:
Phil Duane Boohm
Larry E. Boose
Dale F. Bryant
Robert S. Clark (65)
Douglas & Sharon Hottle Clegg
Elmer M. Click (46)
Mary McGee Denning
Peggy Aungst English
Leland E. Fish
Sharon Hagen Fraser
walter & Erlene Eastgard
Grosvenor
Alton F. Grun
Bertha Heaton
Donald E. Heeringa
Patricia Thomas Johnson
Ben Lindstrom
Susan A. Mars
Mary Stoddard Morley (61)
John Murlo (65)
Beth L. Parker
Linda Flathers Parsley
Philip L. Rich
Norman C. Sandberg
Kenneth W. sargent
Sandra Nelson Stava (61)
Betty Kauffman Thompson
William G. Trenbeath (64)
Rosalee Ponting wapstra (61)
Paul Wakelin weaver
I 9 6 4
Class Agent: Kethleen McllYanle
Gustafson
46
21%
$4,587.50
No. 01 oonort:
% 01 Participation:
Total Gifts:
Nancy Burns Acheson
Carilyn M. Anderson
Delores Vogler Argast (67)
Dennis D. Ashlock (65)
Gene Baker (85)
Paul G. Beck
Jeri Jo Peterson Carstairs
David W. Corbin
Ellen Lockheed Dimond
Marilyn Halliwell Duren
Sharon Kahl Eaton (65)
Sharon E. England
Marjory E. Fariss
Judith Ray Hackney
John F. Haugan
Nadine Smith Heusser
Margaret Freeborg Hillman
Emily Wurster Hitchens
Shelagh Maurice Huntley
Frances Herrett Irwin
Mary Jo McCandlish Jahns (65)
Darrell & Anna L. Hendrickson
James
James C. Lin
GaillNestberg Locke
Michal Koehler McKenzie
Gary W. Meader
Dayne Nix
Sunny Siagg Norfleet
Sharon L. Parks
Karen Saldin Pease
Nancy Reno Perkins
Donna Knott Pierce
Glenna M. Roberts Pollage
Janet Ensley Rettig
Janet Gordon Roberts
linda Devine Rurey (62)
Mary Purdon Sanford
Ruth Harrison Schmeling
Rodney A. Sundberg
Douglas M. A. Sutherlin (65)
Maxine Wilson Trenbreath (63)
Hartis C. Ulrich
Carol Rice Watson
Susan Leff weber
Judith Glandon Yearout (62)
I 9 6 5
William G. Barnet
55
24%
$11,543.50
Class Agent:
No. 01 Donors:
% of Participation:
Total Gilts:
Stanley M. Anderson
Linda Frederickson Ashlock (64)
Clifford Baker
Connie Conant Betts
Charles L. Boppell (67)
Ida Williams Braden
sandra Brayson
Charles & Connie Burnside
Brock
Charlene Miller Clark (63)
Jean Risedorph Dunlap
Philip W. Eaton (64)
Ruth Anderson Fraser
Lois E. Goodman
Frank C. Hamilton (75)
Carol Annis Hegg (66)
Kark K. Jahns (64)
Margaret Hood Jay
William Leroy Johnson (55)
Colleen C. Jones
Carol R. Kelbell
Jerry L. & Sharon Cuckow Kelly
Miriam Rosenkranz Kishi
Diane D. Wills Kohler
Cathy Hummel Kolberg (65)
John Kolberg (65)
sally Jean lash
Sue Hathway liff
Cory 8. Loder (67)
Robert A. McMullen
Patricia Cowee Murio (63)
Suzanne Grochow Norkaitis
Kaye I. Norris
Donna Wilde Oliva
Soja Park-Bennett "
David E. Peterson (62)
Everett R. Rehm
Claude O. Robinson (68)
Don A. & D. Jean Hansen
samuels
Ruth Knoll 5eignemartin
Robert G. Sharp
linda Jayne Sfverts
Lowell C. Smith (70)
Diane Lam Stueckle (55)
Georgiana Bowen-Colthurst
Sutherlin (64)
Thomas G. Swanson
Judith Osterberg Sylte
Loreen E. Townson
George E. Tucker
Susan A. Ward
Gary L. Wolfer (66)
Darlene Schelake wcneet
I 9 6 6
Class Agent: Barbara Goode
Leahey
3.
15%
$1,697.50
No. of Donors:
% of Participation:
Total Gifts:
John D. Anderson
Jeanne Reynold Birge
Sue Warner Birkinshaw
Mildred M. Clearwaters
Darrell F. Clukey
David Coleman
Ronald Danekas
Elaine Willard Dezutter
Jeanette I. Duffey
Doris Clutter Fankhauser
George W. Gilchrist
Daniel E. Grether (67)
Theodore D. Hegg (65)
Catherine Fisher Hewitt (38)
Judy McGowan Kelter
Barbara Goode Leahey
Dorothy Gaut Lee
William Lowry
sanfield A. March (61)
M. Bruce McCullough (67)
Charlotte Annis McMullen (65)
James P. Meyer
David A. Montague
Helen Stewart Nanklvetl
Lu Ann Peterson Roach
Virginia Ruth McLeod Roberts
Robert Jay Roby
Peter F. Said
Harris Statema (68)
Dallas B. Sutton
Richard Totten
Mary Gingrich Wakefield
Miriam Schutt weldin
Pauline A. Schloming Wolfe
Janet R. Kirk Wolfer (65)
I 9 6 7
Class Agent: Ward N. "Barry"
Fancher III
44
17%
$12,895.34
No. 01 Donors:
% of Participation:
Total Gilts:
Anonymous
Terry L. Argast (64)
Marjorie Albright Barmore
William H. Bennett (60)
Jolly R. Bilstad
Karlyn Allbee Boppell (65)
Ruby Coller
Robert C. Coppock (68)
George Elliott
Ada Emerson
Ward N. Fancher, III (70)
Robyn Stacy Grether (66)
Virgil Griepp
H. Gareth Gustafson (77)
Shirley Hawley Hook
Henry M. Hoshino
David K. & Peggy Singleton
Hughes
James Blake Johnson
Raymond Johnson
Lynne McCaughan Keenan
I 9 6 8
Kathy Best Franz
41
14%
$7,389.50
Class Agent:
No. 01 Donors:
% of Participation:
Total Gilts:
Robert O. Alexander
Madeline E. Buffa
Bruce & Beth Butterfield Carr
Elizabeth Merkle Coppock (67)
Marcia K. Dashiell
Rudolph J. Erchinger
Nancy Payne Flynn
Don A. Gilkison
G. Michael Goins (69)
Gretchen L. Harro
Elizabeth Davis Holmes
Clara Southard Hunt
Dean G. Jamieson
Sandra Johnson
Stanley Lauderbaugh
Charlotte Mason Layton
John B. Lee (70)
Carol Tipke Lewis
sara A. Lindgren
Merilyn Lloyd
Ginger L. Mcllvanie
Peter A. Meilke
David P. Miller
Lylia Appel Miller
Elva Harlan Mote
Jean Burkert Nebo
Betsy Turner Nunley (67)
Craig M. Olson
Park P. Parratt (67)
Albert W. Pickens
Kenneth Roberts (67)
Janet Scott Robinson (55)
Myron G. Sessions
Susan Lewis Shira
James N. Sledge
Dianna Everest Smith
Richard C. Stannard
Charlene Schafer Statema (66)
Sharon M. Straub
Foster M. Walsh (69)
15
J
1 969
Clas. Agent: Connie Klein Protto
No. 01Donors: 31
% of Participation: 13%
TotalGifts: $2,958.50
Sandra Ballasch
Laura J. Bloxham
lenore Robinson Chambers
Rose M. Clark
Lorene Signs 0899
David A. Day
W. Peter Enkema
Pamela Thomas Goins (68)
Linda Rankin Hansen
Edwin L. Keil
Nancy McCarty Krantz (67)
John C. Maxwell
Jeanetta Linstrum Monfort
Donald S. Moore
Mary Laschkewitsch O'Dell (70)
Eugene Okamoto
Nancy M. McClellan Reeves
Cecil R. Robinette
Alice Perkins Roth (59)
Robin Smith Schmidt (67)
Emily Hurn Seeger
Lawrence C. Sontag
Thomas A. Stave (71)
Lila weber Tirsell
C. Bruce & Susan Botts Trzcinski
Lee H. Walker en)
Gary L. & Nancy Numata wallin
Jeanne Hornall walsh (68)
David L. \'Vetzel
1 9 70
ClaaAgont:
No. of DorIon:
"-'of Paf'tldpalUon:
Total Gifts:
David Belzer
49
19%
$1,295.00
Cheryl A. Allan
Mary Sweet Arnold
Milton Y. Atebara
David B. Belzer (71)
Wendolyn Krieg Brown
Jeanine C. Byrne
Karen Keenan Dick
David A. Dilworth
David M. & Lucille Kam Dilworth
Bruce J. Embrey
Denise Hand Fancher (67)
Stephen Gorman (71)
Martha Harris
John D. Henry (75)
Linda L. Hider
Albert D. & Janet Crowder
Johnson
David J. Johnson
Linda Robertson Johnson
Curt P. Kekuna (71)
Michael Landt
Joan Nordquist Lee (68)
Marilyn S. Lyn Lott
D. William & Merrie Wallace
Mcivor
Maynard B. Medefind (71)
John D. Minkler
David W. Mizer
S. Roger O'Dell (69)
Doris Green Pierce
William T. Robinson
Ronald L. Robinson (60)
James E. Roth
Thomas G. & Donna Mattie
Russell
Jean Smith (65)
Joseph R. Sontgerath
Sharon Ormbrek Spencer
David P. Steele
Deborah Morrissey Stennes
Timothy O. Stime (74)
Hollyce Russ Swan
Alfred J. Thomas
Sandra J. Thompson
Annette Hargrave VanDyke
Darrell J. Voss
Glenn H. & Ruth Vandamme
Wollweber
16
1 9 7 1
Cia .. Agent: Mike and
Rosalee saad
32
13%
$3,100.50
Andrew & Frances Wong Lau
Ronald B. Leighton
Theodore W. & Marilyn Moffitt
Mattie, II
Marilyn Matulich
Marc R. Moen
Anita Moody (47)
zanna Finkbeiner Nelson
Lynne Gillies Pinkerton
I. Jean Tavener
Constance Winegarden Walters
1 974
Class Agent:
No. of Donors:
% 01 PIIrtlclpaUon:
Total Gilts:
Robert L Sisson
47
12%
$5.760.34
Faye Henney Atwood
Patrick W. Bell
Alberta Whittle Beveridge (75)
Russell L. Cameron
Keith W. Carpenter (73)
Richard L. Chance
Yvonne A. Deitz
Miriam M. Dixon
Betty Millard Doughty (75)
Timothy R. Eaton
Lawrence V. Erickson
Don L. Faoro (76)
Michael E. Fernandes
Paul R. Grable
John D. Gradwohl
Kathleen Graham Hansen (73)
Gregory J. Hatch
Rachel Hansen Houghton
Beverly Obendorl Hultz
Leslie R. & Patricia Cook Hyder
Dixie Ross Iverson
Dennis D. Kimzey
Duane E. Kovar
Kent H. Lupton (75)
Michael R. Manning
Paul W. McDonald (77)
Randall C. & Joan McGrady-
Beach
Nancy L. Morris
Kathleen Ingles Nelson
Marlene Bitting Olson
Jean.Pierre
Anthony Predisik
Susan A. Rose ;
Dean L. & Gayle Shelton Shriner
Robert L. Sisson (75)
Donald G. & Carolyn Muir
Sommerfeldt
Robert K. Steidl
Bonnie Dinnison Stime (70)
Kyle H. Storm
Suvimon Toh (72)
Marlene Medefind VanBrocklin
David J. Votaw (75)
Craig A. Weddle (76)
1 975
Class Agent: Deborah Jacobsen
Gridley
47
10%
$2,993.00
No. of Donors:
% 01 Participation:
Total Gilts:
Patricia Hobbs Aljian (77)
Patricia Evans Althaus
Patricia Anderson
Gary W. & Barbara Bowerman
Ash
David R. Baer
Robert H. Beveridge (74)
David W. Brown (76)
Michael G. Ching
Kenneth D. Crawford
Harry M. Crumbaker
Isabel D'Urbal
Teresa Zimmermann Davison
Vida Smith Detanty
Patricia Dooley Dias
Galen Doughty (74)
Barbara Warden File
William A. Gilchrist
Deborah Jacobsen Gridley
Gene M. Grose
Margery A. RUSsell Hamilton (65)
Byron A. Heinemann
Bernadine Henry (70)
Patrlcia Carlson Hughes
Nancy E. Jones
Bonnie S. Lewis
Doris Krause Liebert
Cindy Capron Lupton (74)
Bryan M. & Vera Nakamine
Matsumoto
Marshall K. Mau
'Nayne McNally
Lanlta Moyer Miller
Jean Bell Mullendore
Nancy Deist Netscn.
Michael S. Orendorff
Jill A. Ottersbach
Larry W. Peck (76)
David J. Purdon
Janquetine Polites Schrag
Allee Seaman
Mary Wolford Sisson (74)
Patricia Yeats Tracy
Cheryl MacPherson Votaw (74)
Bruce A. Ware
Shawn E. Wilson
L. Jean Russell Winder
No. of Donors:
% 01 Participation:
Total Gilts:
Chris L. Baumgartner
Karen Antles Belzer (70)
Kenneth R. Benson (78)
Julia E. Bohman
David F. Caldwell
Geraldine Carlson
Joanna Richner Ellison
Jacqueline Quon Eppllng
Cinda Warner Gorman (70)
Vicky INestman Hardt (72)
Donald J. Hill
Connie Husted Johnson
Rebecca Nealey Kekuna (70)
Armand A. Lara
Bruce M. & Kathleen Riehle
Laurie
Katherine A. Logan
Sharon Garrity Mathews
Colleen Nelson Medefind (70)
Lewis E. Norris (72)
Mary Ann Havens Opperud
Daniel R. Peterson
Kathryn Gregory Pickard
Karen Anderson Poppen
Bo Roberson
Marilynn Kummer Russ
David A. Saraceno
Mickey B. & Tamra Booth
Schultz
Victoria Smith Stave (69)
Lloyd A. wallis
Melanie Mooney Young
1 972
ClauAgent:
No. of Donors:
% 01 P.rtIclpaUon:
Total Gilts:
Faith Clzlk Sl8ter
34
12%
$3.508.50
Vicki Bafus Adams
David S. Anderson
Nancy Armstrong
Charn Chotinantasaeth (74)
William J. & Karen Hayfield
Clemons
L. Jane Cumming
Phillip R. Eberle
Kevin J. & Shaunda Lupton
Gaffney
Stanley J. Haemmelmann
Richard Alan Hardt (71)
Carolyn Cutter Hendricks
Verner A. Hogberg
L. Maries Blick Huber
Laurie MacKinnon Ide
Robert D. laltt
Corinne Esherwood Jahnsen
Richard N. Lawrence
Richard E. Lewis
Mary Cumming Lindebald
Harriet Huntingford Lynch
Patricia L. Manor
Jerry C. & Mary Ann
Cunningham Meartz
Suellen M. Mortland
Marcia Berg Norris (71)
John M. Scott
Robert E. & Faith Cizlk Slater
Dana L. Smith
Patricia A. Stephens
Elona Hatcher Teague
Sia Si Toh (74)
1 9 73
Cla88 Agent: Paul and Carolynn
Yatsko Wheatcraft
No. 01 Donors: 28
% 01 PIIrtlclpatlon: 11%
Total Gifts: $6,505.00
Marsha Hurd Blasingame
Marjy A. Borchers
Michelle Baugh Carpenter (74)
H. Pete Carstensen
Dennie A,. Carter
Donna Griffin Christiansen
Jerry D. Clark
William P. & Nancy Gatafsky
Curry
tdarion Timmerman Dunkerley
E. William Frost, III
Richard J. Hansen (74)
Susan Huss (81)
Dorothy Mendenhall Joy
Ann L. Kough
1 9 76
Clas8 Agent:
No. of Donors:
% of Participation:
Total Gifts:
John F. Williams
59
13%
$6,892.50
William L. & Armande Aller
Roger A. Bacon
Karen Stevens Badgett
Douglas C. Barlow
Cydney Stedman Brown (75)
Beth Baumstark Calkins
Cathleen L. Cheek
Patraluk Chen
C. Dean Chu
Heather D. Compton
Janine Rowley Cooley (77)
Daryl D. David
Mary Whiteside Dewey
Sharon Fancher
Alyne Faoro (74)
Mary S. Fieldler
Susan Necker Georgia
Robert F. & Eugenia Goldsworthy
Sally Sherwood Goodlake
Joan salmon Hancock
Vivian M. Ingraham
Paul C. Jacobson
Eunice Summers Johnston
Lynn H. Kelley
Barbara Conditt Krabacher
Kathleen Lamon
Karen I. Myhre
Elizabeth Wicklund Newell (79)
Kenneth E. & Nadine Mack
Onstot
Barbara Lee Peck (75)
Judith Senter Petersen (77)
Marcia Brown Peterson
Melody Brock Pod las
Kathe Reed-McKay
Claudia J. Ridgely
Stanley L. Rizzuti (57)
Robert E. Rutherford (81)
Kathy A. Seher
Julie Ann Selbo
Scott A. Shaw
Howard A. Smith
Gregory P. Spencer
Thomas lee Stewart
Mary I. Stone
Richard R. Taylor
James F. & Julie Ruxton Travis
Susan l. Viel
Verona Kinnear Watson
Sharon M. weddle (74)
John F. & Denise Skilling
Williams
Scott C. Wilson
Ann Anderson Witkowski (77)
William R. Woolum
Deborah Bond Yagmin
1 9 7 7
Class Agent: Nancy Wendlandt
Matthews
49
12%
$2,604.00
No. 01 Donors:
% 01 Participation:
Total Gifts:
Philip S. Aijian (75)
Diana Asahara
Peter A. Blomquist
Denise Deeston Bohman
Randall E. Boone
Douglas O. Cooley (76)
G. lisa Corum
lorraine Ebner
James l. Forrest
Katrina Williamson Foster
Nancy A. Freyer
Joseph D. Gallo
Marva W. Goede
Pierrette Gustafson (67)
Peter F. & Melanie McGill
Hagstrom
Marilyn Hann
S. Kathleen Harmon
Cynthia Hauser Hoback (81)
lawrence E. & Robyn Ramer
Hogue
lynette Aborn Holguin
Gary J. Hopkins
Takakc Fukumizo Kamiya
Diane J. Keuer
David F. Leestma
Karen L. Lyle
R. Alan Magnuson
Nancy wendlandt Matthews
John J. Mauch
Amy Dinnison McDonald (74)
Kenneth A. Miller
Mark A. Musser
Chung-Hwa Nam
Betty Staley Payne
Dirk B. Petersen (76)
Ruth E. Peterson
Ned E. Phillips
Kaye L. Rasmussen
Katherine A. Roth
Marybelle Passmore Savage
Mary Hofstrand SChneider
Elouise S. Schumacher
Norman l. Shrumm
Wendy Walberg Spratte
Donita Orcutt Walker
Thomas L. Williamson, Jr.
Michael A. Witkowski (76)
Teresa Lam Woo
1 9 78
Class Agent: Beth Walker Vlren
No. of Donors: 41
% of Participation: 10%
Total Gifts: $2,482.50
Fay Inouye Aitcheson (82)
Mary Lou Bishop Benson (71)
Cathie A. Bremer
Randall S. Clemons (80)
Cheryl Gardner Crandall
wendy Rice Drettcer
Jon W. Flora
Susan Gontarski
Paul N. & Laura Hall Grubb
James R. Haldy
Kevin O. Heid
Carl J. Hudson
Julie G. Koontz
Cynthia A. Lam barth
Steven G. & linda Nelson linn
Lori A. Lyford
Susan Poland Macklin
Marc R. Medefind
Karen Powers Nelson
Randy L. Parker
Mary lou Porter Reed
Kathryn Martin Remington
Mike N. Repovich
Katie A. Aiutcel
John L. Robertson
Bud L. & Laurie Robinson
Sharpe
Mark D. Sloan
sarah Barnes Spry
Russell L. Thompson
Janice DeJardine Tobie
Mary Jane Willis Tyler
Carie Vaughan-linton
Paul & Mary Beth Walker Viren
Richard F. wandling
Marshall L. Wattman- Turner (79)
Lawrence & linda Zenger-
O'Brien
1 9 7 9
Class Agent:
No. of Donon:
% of Participation:
Total Gifts:
Chris Call
29
7%
$2,608.50
Peggy l. Anderson
Walter E. Arnhold
Christopher D. Calt (81)
Julie Vonlaven Canan
Charles D. Collett
Joseph M. Dinnison
Marianne Frase
Robin Lewis Haechler
Nancy l. Haugan
Doug James
John W. Johnson
Paul G. Leavenworth
Warren C. Lewis (80)
Nancy M. Lull
Susan Lyon
Carol A. March
Shirley Sexton Mendez-Vigo
Hirofumi Moriyama
Daniel C. Newell (76)
Jody Faber Parker
Bonnie Wells Ranno
lisa M. Sardinia
Daniel L. Thieme
Kimberly Heineccius Till
April Robinson Tuttle
Margaret Wattman- Turner (78)
Denise l.Wheeler
Carol I. Winiecki
Mark T. Wiser
1 9 8 0
Class Agent: Theresa Summerour
No. of Donors: 33
% 01 Participation: 10%
Total Gifts: $2,612.00
Steven D. Avolio
S. Lynn Heath Beaumont
Brian Bocksch
J. Albert Cahueque
Russell D. Clark (83)
Laura Lewis Clemons (78)
Todd R. Frimoth
Mary L. Geib
Kathryn R. Gottschalk
Colleen Selland Grossling
Debora Youmans Hanssen
Kathleen M. Harris
Nauee A. Kimura
Neil P. Kinkel
Thomas l. Kittleman
Julie Weinman lays
Joanne Eltagonde Leiato
Nancy Twibell Lewis (79)
Nancy Kassouni McGinnis
Steve C. Meyer
Jeanette Nicholson
Janis Johnson Detgen
Gary W. Paukert
William L. Reed
Stephen D. Renz (83)
Mary I. Robinson
Gary W. Sardam
Nancy Erickson Scott (81)
Deanne l. Shaver (deceased)
Gail Stewart
Marla Truhlicka Travis
Samuel C. & Charlotte
Storteboom Wiseman
1 9 8 1
Class Agent:
No. 01 Dono ... :
% of Participation:
Total Gifts:
Debbie SoU
57
14%
$3,070.00
Libby L. Avnet
Julie Ehrlich Baisch
Loren A. Bauer
Paul l. Brassard
James D. & Tomi Jacobs
Brassard
Michael T. Calkins
lisa Gruenfeld Call (79)
Edna Walters Camp
Kathleen Ellen Carron-Mahan
Judy Koth Charles (82)
Ada S. l. Ching
James W. & Sue Ann Williamson
Craig
Dennis l. Deross
Annette Auld Fanslow (83)
Karen Deford Fisher
Paul & Linda Buzzell Graham
Peggy Guenther
Annemarie Cree Hasnain
George B. Hays (81)
Wesley S. Hikida
Thomas A. Hoback (77)
Deborah E. Holm
Ronald K. Horner
James J. Huss (73)
Julie Hutton-Gonzales
Mark W. Jennings
Lyn J. Kaste
James M. Mathis
Anthony W. Maucione
William McClung
Kelly Brian McEachran (82)
Elizabeth Symons Miller
Darm Moomaw
Robert & Kathryn James
Novasky
Sara Scott Owens
Janet Marie Palmer
Tim J. Pines
Merl A. Plummer
Barbara Gutterud Pruitt
Dominic Manuel Quinzon
Randy W. Roorda
Lisa Roetad-Haye (81)
Barbara Rutherford (76)
Steven D. Rystrom
Timothy J. SCott (80)
John C. Shagool
Donald A. & Kelly Crim Shrumm
Debra Jo Solt
Keith Howard ward (83)
Christina Runge Wehr
Patricia l. Welch
Betsy Keno Woolley
1 9 8 2
Class Agent: Theresa M. Kendall
No. of Donors: 29
% 01 Participation: 8%
Total Gifts: $1,186.37
George A. Attcheson (78)
Dennis J. Beemer
Michael T. Charles (81)
Darlene Oertel Cook
Diane M. Dalla Lasta
Robert W. Disney
Bonnie Lindquist Doffing
Catherine Powell Ellis
Kevin J. Fischer
Kim J. & Kristine Cleveland
Hatch
Ruth Ann Heddendorf
Wayde A. Hudlow
Noma M. Hudson
Teresa M. Kendall
Laurene M. Lafontaine
Mark T. Lehman
Charles E. Lewis
Ann Burnett McEachran (81)
Alan L. McGinnis
Michael C. Mcinnis
Elaine Moneymaker Meyer (80)
Lisa Lee Nelson (83)
Roberta D. Polkinghorn
Randal M. Saccomanno
Margaret Ann Symons
Leacia Michie Taba
W. Andy Wolf
Sheila Linn Zilar
1 9 8 3
Class Agent:
No. of Dono ... :
% of Partlclp8tlon:
Total Gilts:
Lori Cloninger
41
1QG/o
$1,479.50.
Susan Heumier Aasen
Barry L. & Erin Brown Adams
L. Sue Almour
Anonymous
Susan K. Becker
Sharon Kuehn Bourgeois
JoAnn Brady
Phyllis Bristow-Johnson
Margaret Hilton Christian
Gail Steffan Clark (80)
Lori l. Cloninger
Ronna J. Detrick
Denise L. Dickinsen
Darrell A. DuChene
William C. Fanslow (81)
Roger W. Fox
John M. Freeman
laurie M. Fuller
Helen M. Harding
Heidi Harty
.Elizaoeth Sprengeler
Hendrickson
Sue Ann Higgens
Peter J. Karlsten
Karen Smith Kauk
Beth K. Kehle
Laura A. Lance
Mary J. Martz
Kristina M. Molitor
Brian l. Nelson (82)
Martin S. Reid
Kristen Quint Renz (80)
Linda Seppa
Rebecca A. Sherwood
N. Jeffrey Smith
Rachel A. Stallings
Toni A. Swanson
Stacey Shagool Ward (81)
Tia M. Watts
David B. Wilson (85)
Sheryl Fardal Winget
1 9 8 4
Class Agent:
No. of Dono ... :
% 01 Participation:
Total Gifts:
Dale Edwards
19
6%
$1,606.00
Linda Bccksch Borland
Kevin D. Brown
Alan B. Cizik
Dale K. Edwards
William N. Henton
Judith Homburg
William A. James
Takashi Kiuchi
Kathleen l. Mac Ferran
Marianne Kelty McConnell (52)
Pamela J. Paggett
William T. Powers
Steven A. Rector
Ailsa Albarian Reed
Valerie A. Sanford
Jeffrey E. Sloan
Peter C. Swicker
Stan A. Tag
Rob F. Taylor
1 9 8 5
Class Agent: Travis E. Downs III
No. of Donors: 12
0/0 01 Participation: 3%
Total Gifts: $410.00
Stacy Jo Coons Baker (64)
Gregg M. Brekke
Joan Detrick (60)
Mel Detrick
Travis E. Downs, III
Bert C. Ellingson
Kathleen A. Jacobi
Melanie C. Kawano
Diana S. Lee
Shawn L. McDougall
Thomas C. Weadick
Natalie Dong Wilson (83)
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Trustee James Little Retires
After 22 years as senior pastor of
Lafayette-Orinda Presbyterian
Church, the Reverend James S. little
has retired. When he began, the
church had a membership of 1,100.
Today, the congregation numbers
2,569 and is one of the largest and
most creative in the denomination.
Under little's leadership, the
church became a strong force in the
community, co-sponsoring with
community organizations more than
100 programs to meet a wide variety
of needs. And with its $15 million
annual budget, the church is well
able to support its active ministry.
"The church has strong
momentum," little said recently.
"Growth in membership and active
programs continue at a fast pace. We
are debt free and have a full staff
who all know their responsibilities."
little's church has been in the
forefront of acceptance of women in
ministry, having recently named its
second female associate pastor.
The retirement goodbyes brought
forth scores of expressions of praise
and gratitude for little's ministry.
'Jim's love for the Lord and his
caring for the congregation inspired
him to do the seemingly impossible
each day. He's always on call - and
he's available - 24 hours a day,
seven days a week," said elder
Harold Dornsife in an interview
with the Contra Costa Sun. He and
his wife Esther have been members
of the church since 1955. 'The
heritage he is leaving at IDPC will
be the strength we need to continue
the work of this church."
At a farewell service, the
congregation officially conferred the
title of pastor emeritus on little,
who left soon after for a three-
month vacation with his wife
Margaret.
little intends to remain in his
board positions with the
Presbyterian Foundation, San
Francisco Theological Seminary and
Whitworth College. He will
continue on the General Assembly's
Committee on Mission
Responsibility through Investment
and other national church
organizations.
Hopkins Scholarship Fund Continues to Grow
The respect and affection
Winifred McNairHopkins
engendered in her students and
colleagues has boosted her
memorial fund, the Winifred McNair
Hopkins Scholarship in Choral
Conducting, to $3,000.
Donations are still coming in,
says George Ross, professor of
music, but much more is needed.
For now, the award is being given
every two years. As soon as the
accumulated capital is earning
enough interest, the scholarship will
be awarded annually. ........."..,..".., .......
"Hoppy" came to Whitworth in
1934, established a music program
and became known as a teacher
who would help students, even to
the point of bringing them home to
live with her. She retired in 1947,
but she has not been forgotten.
Swenson Heads Circle K International
Delaine Swenson is not an
average student. But then, there
aren't too many presidents of
international organizations
attending classes at Whitworth.
Swenson, an articulate fifth-year
senior, was recently elected
president of Circle K International.
The Kiwanis-sponsored organization
has 750 chapters of college students
located throughout North America.
Considering his position, it's not
surprising that he enthusiastically
encourages other students to join
organizations like Circle Kwhich
can broaden their horizons.
"Alarge majority of today's
college students miss out on a lot
because they are too obsessed with
class work or with their socjal
activities," Swenson said in a recent
interview with columnist Dorothy
Powers of the Spokane Spokesman-
Review." 'They are not well-
rounded."
"Aftergraduation, they get out to
look for a job and find a totally
18
different world from the campus,
filled with things of which they
weren't aware but could have
been."
His own rise to leadership began
simply enough. "I went to a Circle K
Club fair on the Whitworth campus
as a freshman," he recalled in the
same interview.
"I think the reason I decided to
get involved was that I wanted the
opportunity to serve other people,
the opportunity to improve myself;
also, the club gave me a tie to
business and professional leaders in
the commurtity through Kiwanis."
After serving the college
community as a dorm president and
ASWCsenator, Swenson decided to
run for the Circle K district
governorship. He won that post, the
office of international vice
president, and finally the presidency
as a dark horse candidate.
Governing an international
organization has its exciting side -
He will probably visit the White
House in January and may even
travel to Jamaica. He'll also address
a convention of high school Kiwanis
KeyClub students in Toronto and
15,000 adult Kiwanis members in
Washington, D.C.
Still,Swenson emphasized the
opportunities for service through
Circle K atWhitworth.
"Personally, I tutor a student at
Hutton Settlement. We do fund-
raisers to earn money to invite
elderly residents of Hawthorne
Manor to attend the theater with us,
then escort them home.
"Wealso try to entertain
youngsters who are waiting for a Big
Brother or Big Sister in those
organizations. "
The heart of Swenson's message
- one he will be sharing with a lot
of people this year - is that
students have the opportunity to
reach out to people in their
communities, and to grow from that
experience.
"Hoppy was one of a kind," says
former Whitworth president Mark
Koehler. "I was a student of hers,
then a colleague. No one shouted
louder or hugged me harder when I
became president .. ."
"We've all had many teachers,"
says a former student. "But I think,
of all the teachers I've had, I have
never known one who touched so
many lives so dramatically as Hoppy
did. Everyone loved her. And I'm
grateful that she was a part of my
life."
The scholarship, which is given
for two years of upper division
studies to a music major in choral
conducting, comes in two equal
amounts, with the value determined
by the interest income. As the
income grows, the award will be
increased to meet the projected rise
in educational costs in the coming
years.
"Thanks to the generosity of
alumni who were directly involved
with Hoppy, the spirit of this
wonderful teacher will live on at
Whitworth and have a continued
influence within our department,"
Ross said.
Though a sophomore would be
the expected recipient - with the
renewal fot the second year based
on a continuing high caliber of
work - the award may be granted
to a junior transfer student or a
senior, on a one-year basis.
The choral director, in
consultation with the department
chairperson, selects the recipient.
New Trustees Elected
Dr. LewisG. Zirkle,Jr. of
Richland, Wash. and MarilynH.
Stedman of Spokane were elected to
the Whitworth Board of Trustees at
the annual fall meeting in October.
An orthopedic surgeon, Zirkle has
served as director of the board for
the KeyTronic Corporation since
1980. He is also a member of
Orthopedics International, and has
often spent time in Third World
countries, helping medical
communities develop more
effective and up-to-date surgical
practices.
Stedman, a leader in community
volunteer work, received the 1982
Outstanding Sustainer Award from
the Junior League of Spokane. She
was president of the board of the
Inland Empire Girl Scout Council
and is active in the YWCA,the
Children's Home Society of
Washington and the Whitworth
Women's Auxiliary.
--,--~-------------------
Jon Buzzard found a project this
fall that he could put his heart into.
He hopes it benefited plenty of
other people's hearts as well.
Whitworth's aquatics director was
the organizing force behind a 24-
hour "Swim for Heart' that
successfully combined athletic skills
with a dose of health education.
'We're u J ,;,g to i.. -grate these
things," Buzzard says, "so those
who come in can learn how to
develop an active lifestyle that can
reduce the risk of disease. We're
training our staff to bring health
knowledge to teaching, to helping
people when they swim or engage
in other fitness activities."
Whitworth, in conjuction with the
American Heart Association, held
the swimming marathon on Oct. 17
18 in the Aquatics Center. More
than 300 students participated, first
tracking down sponsors to pledge
Good News and the
Tax Reform Act
of 1986!
In any case, please consult your
personal tax advisors and consider
the added incentives to year-end
gifts for Whitworth College. While
we recognize that the majority of
donors support Whitworth's
educational mission and program
for reasons other than, or in
addition to, the specific tax benefits,
you should be aware of authorized
changes that could affect the nature
and timing of your charitable giving.
The same Tax Reform Act of 1986
may offer added incentives to
consider gifts to the Whitworth
Foundation. Various types of life- .
income gifts will continue to offer
significant benefits to the donor
which maximize (a) the value of
the contribution to Whitworth
College, (b) life income to the
donor, and (c) the tax advantages.
If you have any questions about
these provisions as they may relate
to gifts to Whitworth College, please
contact either Joseph P.H. Black,
Vice President, (1-800- 532-4668
inside Washington state, or
1-800-533-4668 outside the state) or
Stephen A Trefts, Executive Vice
President, Whitworth Foundation, at
the same numbers.
The provisions of the Tax Reform
Act of 1986, which will go into
effect (in whole or in part) in 1987,
provide some added incentives to
obtain the maxim urn benefit from
your gift before the close of 1986.
The charitable deduction for non-
itemizers whereby donors are able
to deduct their charitable gifts of
cash and certain other property in
full, will expire at the end of 1986.
If you are a non-itemizer and/or
have been thinking about making a
special gift to Whitworth College,
1986 may just be the year to do so
since the tax benefits for non-
itemizers may never be better.
While many other tax deductions
will be disallowed after 1986, the
charitable deduction will remain
intact. The new law makes no
change in the tax rules governing
those who make charitable gifts and
who itemize their deductions,
although the lower tax rates in 1987
and after may lower the overall
savings.
Marathon Swim Event Touches Hearts
money, then swimming laps during
the event. The top fundraisers won
prizes like bicycles, beach towels
and a trip for two to Reno.
When all the pledges are
collected, the American Heart
As8ociation standsjo earn nearly
$2,500, making Whitworth's effort
the association's second largest
Swim for Heart fundraiser in the
state.
Having organized such events in
the past, Buzzard swore he would
never get involved in another 24-
hour swim again. He relented
because he felt it was worth it for
the attention it gave to the benefits
of swimming.
'That's one thing 1 like about
programs like Swim for Heart -
they reach out to the community
and get people involved in doing
something to increase
understanding and enhance fitness."
"Please Sir, ,
Iwant more!"
like Oliver Twist, the Whitworth
Admissions staff won't be satisfied
until they have more names of
students who'd be interested in
hearing about Whitworth College.
If you don't help, they'll have a
Dickens of a time finding the
students in your circle who should
hear the Whitworth message. Please
use the form below to send in the
names you know about - and God
Bless You, every one!
YOW-Name
Address
Cily/S1<lte/Zip
Phone Number
Student Name
Address
Cily/S1<lte/Zip
. High SchOOl
Year G"'d 'lJation
Church J\ltendingCornrnents
Trivia
Can you identify this clergy
couple from 1976, resting after
busily pruning branches in God's
vineyard?
(Answer in Alumni Bulletin
Board ...)
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Alumni Bulletin Board
Notes and
messages from the
Whitworth College
Alumni Director
Ron Detrick.
Homecotning '86 - Oktoberfest
Approximately 300 alums
participated in Homecoming
festivities on October 24-25_Alumni
from the Warren Era congregated in
Warren Lounge for hors d'oeurves
and a commentary by Damn
Yankees director RickHornor, '70,
prior to opening night's curtain
time. Ron and Joan Detrick hosted
mid-'60s and '70s alumni for a pre-
game brunch on saturday morning
prior to the Whitworth-Lewis and
Clark College football game in the
Pine Bowl. Special guests at brunch
were Dr. Mark, '37, and Clarabelle
(Braden, '45) Koehler. Dr. Koehler
served as college president from
1964-69.Acapacity crowd cheered
the Pirates on as they romped to a
45-13 victory over the Pioneers. The
Mead High School Marching Band
entertained during halftime, which
concluded with student
Homecoming Chairman Eric Roecks
awarding trophies for the best
parade float to Stewart Hall and the
best decorated dorm to the Warren
Halls. Elmer's Pizza Parlor was
bursting with '80s alumni who
gathered for a no-host party
following the game.
Motor Pool Addition
"
The college recently received a
generous gift-in-kind from Chuck
Boppell, '65, owner of Ventura
Toyota,Ventura, Calif.The bright red
1986Toyota pickup arrived on
campus in October and is easily
recognized with a black Whitworth
College logo on each door. Keep in
mind that gifts in kind are a
20
Fine Arts Groups Take to Road
The Whitworth Choir, under the
direction of RandiVon Ellefson,
goes on tour Jan. 28-Feb. 3, 1987.
Don't miss this group's thrilling
performance if their itinerary brings
them anywhere near where you live!
Wed., Jan. 28, 8,p_m.
West Side Church
Richland, Wash.
Thurs., Jan. 29, 8 p.m.
Albany Pres. Church
Albany, are.
Fri.,Jan. 30, 8 p.m.
Southminster Pres. Church
Beaverton, are.
Sat.,Jan. 31, 7 p.m.
Overlake Park Pres. Church
Bellevue, Wash.
Sun.,R!b. 1
Worship: 8:30, 10, 11:30 a.m.
University Pres. Church
Seattle,Wash.
Sun., Feb. 1, 6:30 p.m.
First Christian Church
Seattle,Wash.
Mon., Feb. 2, 7:30 p.m.
lake Forest Park Pres. Church
Seattle,Wash.
The Whitworth Choir's home
concert is Sun., Feb. 8 at 7:30 p.!!!. at
Whitworth Presbyterian Church in
Spokane.
Fri., April 3, 8 p.m.
FairOaks Pres. Church
FairOaks, Calif.
Sat.,April 4, 8 p.m.
First Pres. Church
Medford, are.
The Wind and Jazz Ensembles'
home concert is Tues., April 7 at
7:30 p.m. in Cowles Auditorium.
The Whitworth Players, also
touring during Spring Break,will
perform "The Singer" in the
Denver·Colorado Springs region.
This highly imaginative theatrical
production, specially adapted from
CalvinMiller's book, is an
allegorical retelling of the Gospel
story. Confirmed engagements to
date include Columbine
Presbyterian Church, littleton,
during morning worship on Sun.,
March 29; First Presbyterian Church
in Colorado Springs that evening;
Highland Park Presbyterian Church
in Denver on Wednesday evening,
April 1; Central Presbyterian Church
in Longmont on Thursday evening,
April 2; and a dinner theatre at 6
p.m. on Sunday, April 5 at Aurora's
Faith Presbyterian Ch urch.
Accompanying the 8-member cast
will be Darrell and Judy Guder and
Howard Stien and production
director Pat Stien,
Deaths
'39 Jackson H. Blaisdell, on Aug. 16, 1986
in Padukah, Ky.
'74 John P. MacGillivray, Jr. on OCt. 10,
1986 in Tangiers, Morocco.
'SO Deanne L. Shaver, on OCt. 31, 1986 in
Spokane.
Marriages
'76 Scott Shaw and Kimberly "Kimbie"
Groenig, July 5, 1986 in salem, Ore.
'77 Audrey Hetn and Daniel Dale, July 20,
1985.
'79 D. Ian Madnnes-Green and Kimberlee
Nicholson, Dec., 1985 in Wausau, Wise.
'SO Karen L. Gundry and Dr. Osama Fouad
Assaad, OCt. 16, 1986 in Tania, Egypt.
'82 J'homas E. Cardle and Anne Marie
Plopper, Aug. 23, 1986.
'84 Sally Underwood and Shawn Weimer,
June 8, 1985.
Births
'77 Takako (Fukumizo) and Ichiro Kamiya.
boy, Koichi, born Apr. 12, 1986. (Ko
means "broadness," icbi means
"number one," therefore a broad-
minded person, Takaka wnres.)
'85 Timorhy]. and Juanita Jane (Buhr)
Loney, boy, Bjorn james, born Apr. 21,
1986.
TriviaAnswer ... Stuart and Cathy
Cummings-Bond, both '76, associate
pastors of St.Peter's ByThe Sea,
Rancho Palos Verdes, Calif.
'" ~Trustee alumnus Chuck Boppell, left, presented Alumni Director Ron Detrick
with a shiny new red pickup for campus use during the Fall board meeting.
Whitworthians gathered for
Oktoberfest, a Bavarian buffet in
LeavittDining Hall on saturday
evening, and enjoyed the student
polka band as well as remarks by
Academic Vice President Darrell
Guder, President Robert Mounce
and Professor Pat Stien. Stien offered
theater-goers a glimpse of the fun in
store for them at the Damn Yankees
performance which later concluded
the day's events. The highlight of
the banquet, however, was the
surprise registered by trustee Art
Symons when Ron Detrick
announced that he had been
selected to receive the 1986
Distinguished Alumni Service
Award. Symons, a 1951 alum, and
his wife, Glenna (james, '53)
received warm words of recognition
and praise as well as a framed
certificate and commemorative wall
plaque.
Take in the Wind and Jazz
Ensembles' performance when they
come to your area during Spring
Break, March 27-Apri15, 1987.An
upbeat program conducted by
Richard "Doc" Evanswill feature
contemporary American composers
including Whitworth's own Mike
Young, who will accompany on the
organ as the Wind Ensemble
performs "Commensuration," his
original composition prepared
especially for the ensemble.
Fri.,March 27, 8 p.m.
Central Pres. Church
Eugene, are.
Sat.,March 28, 8 p.m.
Pres. Church of LosGatos
LosGatos, Calif.
Sun., March 29, 8 p.m.
Monterey Pres. Church
Monterey, Calif.
Mon., March 30, 8 p.m.
Lemoore Pres. Church
Lemoore, Calif.
Tues., March 31,8 p.m.
University Pres. Church
Fresno, Calif.
Wed., April 1, 8 p.m.
Sunnyvale Pres. Church
Sunnyvale, Calif.
Thurs., April 2, 8 p.m.
Novato Pres. Church
Novato, Calif.
. .., 0 _
significant means of contributing to
the on-going program of the
college. Taxbenefits to the donor
are based on either the retail price
or fair market value. This can be
especially important when dealing
with articles of appreciated value
(art work, for instance).
Alumni Notebook
oj Maui, a mural which graces the entry hall
and the Mayor's reception lounge in the
County Administration Building of 'Wailuku,
Maui, Hawaii.
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1941
Dorathea Teeter is retired and living in
Spokane following 3S years as a missionary/
educator in Beirut, Lebanon.
Burton and Ethel (Boughton, '42)
Sanders moved to their vacation home in
Pollock Pines, situated in the Sierra Nevada
Mountains of California when Burton retired
in 1982, after 24 years on the staff of san
Juan High School near sacramento. Ethel is
a former nurse, specializing in obstetrical
care. They enjoy frequent trips to visit
Ethel's sister and her husband, Marjorie and
Lee Rodkey, in suburban ~hington, D.C.
1948
Camilla (Tatman) English has been
librarian at Inland Empire SChool of the
Bible in Spokane for 11 years. "No plans to
retire!" adds camilla.
1950
Jim and Virginia (Gaiser, '49) Dowdy,
live in the Bavarian community of
Leavenworth, ~h., where they operate ~
"The Wedding Haus," a wedding and
reception service. Jim officiates and Ginny
serves as hostess and consultant. Jim also
pastors the Peshastin United Church of
Christ in Leavenworth.
1951
Harvey and Corinne (Weber, '50) Polley
continue to serve in Zaire, Africa, as
Ambassadors for Christ for American Baptist
Churches' international ministries.
Russell and joan (Ostoff, '59) Larson
have moved to Fountain Hills, Ariz., where,
Russ says, "There's no lawn to mow nor
snow to blow!"
1953
Bobby G. "Peanuts" Roach lives in
Federal WIly,txash. He is president of the
Des Moines-Midway Rotary Club, the Des
Moines Seniors and serves on the Young Life
Board.
Larry and Nancy Clark make their home
in santa Ana, Calif'. where Larry 'Writes for In
Cnber Words, a "'Yc1iffe Bible Translators
publication.
1957
Henry E. Fawcett has been appointed
pastor to students and director of the Native
American program at the University
of Dubuque Theological Seminary. A Native
American of the Tsimpsean tribe from
Metlakatla, Alaska, Henry has served as
consultant for Native American concerns for
the Synod of Alaska-Nonhwest and the
Presbytery of Seattle. He and his wife, Venita
(Peterson, '56) now make their home in
Dubuque.
G. Ron and Janet (Williams, '55)
jongeward live in Honolulu, Hawaii, where
Ron is senior systems analyst for Computer
Systems, International. Jan is an elemental)'
teacher at Red Hill SChool. They have three
daughters, Mary, Dona, and Karen.
1960
Ranko Iwamoto, New York City, N.Y., is
president of Ranko International, a public
relations firm. Her life story, published in a
weekly serial entitled "Here Comes Fireball
RANKO" has appeared in Japan's ieading
weekly magazine for working women.
1961
Edna (King) and Charies Lewis have
served the Protestant Church in Indonesia
since 1969. For the last two years, they have
lived and worked on the island of Sumatra.
1962
Gordon and Virginia Neale reside in
. Odessa, ~h., where Gordon is director of
music and Virginia is an aide for Odessa
Consolidated Schools. They have three sons,
David, Ken and Brian.
Thomas 1. Layne, who makes his horne in
Napa, Callf., specializes in the treatment of
child sexual abuse at the '&llnut Creek
Therapy Center. He anticipates going to
Germany in February, where he will help
develop sexual abuse treatment programs
within the American community there.
1963
Robert L. and Peggy (Larmon) Drew live
in Kennewick, ~h., where Robert became
pastor of 'West Highlands United Methodist
Church on july 1. They have two children,
Jim and Sherie.
Michal Koehler McKenzie could have
easily followed in her father's footsteps -
the Presbyterian Church ordains women
ministers - but she chose other avenues of
involvement.
The 44~year~oId daughter of the Rev. Mark
Koehler, fanner president of Whitworth, is
an ordained elder at the Third Presbyterian
Church in Rochester, N.Y, where she has
lived since 1968.
But that's just part of it. She's also the
moderator of the Presbytery of Genesee
Valley and, as of August, the vice moderator
of the 198th General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church, U.SA
'The mcxierator and vice moderator travel
around the nation and visit the
presbyteries," McKenzie said, in an
interview with the Scottsdale Progress paper.
"1 speak about things that I know as well as
what I see at the General Assembly to
challenge people to be more a part of the
church."
McKenzie was appointed vice moderator
by Rev. Benjamin Weir of Berkeley, Calif.,
the fanner hostage in Lebanon and
moderator of the General Assembly. She was
in SCottsdale to visit her parents, the Rev.
Mark and Clarabelle Koehler, and to address
the Valley. Presbyterian Church.
It is McKenzie's job to fill in for the
moderator when he's unable to attend
church functions and to share in directing
the meetings of the General Assembiy.
"He wanted to appoint a woman vice
moderator and he chose me," McKenzie
said. "We didn't really know each other
before."
McKenzie finds working with Weir comes
easily - they're very compatible, she says
- and she welcomes her position as a role
model for other women in the church.
"That's real important too," she said. "It's
nice to have both men and women in
leadership."
After graduating from Whitworth,
McKenzie studied at the University of
Wisconsin in Madison where she received a
master's degree in counseling. In addition
to her duties as vice moderator and as an
elder at the Third Presbyterian Church in
Rochester, she serves as director of the
church's Gift Center.
"It's a storefront based ministry in the
inner-city," she said. "It's a predominantly
black community. We work with the poor.
It's son of a drop-in ministry."
McKenzie has also worked as assistant
director of Neighborhood Development for
the city of Rochester and as executive
director of South East Area Coalition, a
community organization.
When she's asked why she didn't follow
more closely in her father's footsteps - he's
currently the interim pastor at the Valley
Presbyterian Church in Scottsc1ale - she
answers rather matter-of-factly. --
''Well, that just wasn't my chosen ~ -~
vocation, Iguess."
Sharon England, seattle, 'Wash., is director
of social work services at Swedish Hospital's
Tumor Institute.
Donald L. and Linda (Harton, '66) Clark
make their home in san Antonio, Texas.
Donald is an associate professor of history at
Trinity University. His book, Christianity
in Modern Korea, was co-published in
August by University Press of America and
The Asia Society. The book follows the
growth of the Korean Christian church from
the early missionary effort through modem
times, demonstrating that the church served
as a rare source of stability through the
ordeals of war, occupation and division.
Phillip and Sharon (Kahl, '64) Eaton now
live in Phoenix, Ariz. Phil is managing the
development of two business parks for his
father's company. In addition, Phil is a
partner with his brother, Tim, '74, making
videos for colleges and universities. Former
professor of English literature at Whitworth,
Phil continues to write and intends to
eventually return to teaching.
1966
Judith (Brown) and Carl Hastings reside
in Redlands, Calif. Judith teaches
woodwinds at a Redlands elemental)'
school. She gives flute lessons in their
horne, and serves as treasurer for both the
Redlands Music Boosters and the trustees of
First United Methodist Church.
Jan and Karen (Denson, '67) Shield
make their horne in Forest Grove, Ore. Jan
has been associate professor of art and
director of exhibits for Pacific University
since 1971. last June 16 to August 15,Jan
painted A Celebration oj the Life and Aloha
1970
Daniel and Charlyn Myers live in North
Bend, Ore., where Dan is senior pastor of
First Presbyterian Church. Previously Iocated
in Boyden, Iowa, the Myers agree, "It's good
to be back in the Pacific Northwest."
1972
Ruth I. Patrick, Spokane, is retired from
teaching and now sells real estate for
Star/Sullivan Brokers.
1973
Edward and Dana (Siefert, '75) Murphy,
reside in Grants Pass, Ore., where Edward is
community services director for the city.
Dana is pursuing a degree in education, and
works part time in a frame shop. They have
two children, Terra, 9, and Derek, 6.
Dennie and Cindy Carter live in Seattle,
Wash. Dennie is employed at the
Greenwood Branch of Rainier Bank. He and
Cindy have a son, Matthew Alan, who was
two years old on October 17.
1976
Michael and Susan (Rogers) jeffers make
their home in Eagle River, Alaska. Mike is
minister of music and multi-media for First
Baptist Church of Birchwood, about 20
miles north of Anchorage. He and Susie
have four children, Jason, 7, Bethany, 5,
Melody, 3 and Stephany, 1.
Paul and Janet McLarren continue their
ministry with wycliffe Bible Translators,
They serve in North Africa, but make their
headquarters in Gibralter. !
1977
John L. ')ack" and Nancy Lindberg live in
Spokane, where they are co-owners of
"Street Music," a music store located in
downtown Spokane, and members of the
Spokane Folklore Society.
Audrey (Hein) and Daniel Dale live in
Chewelah, W-lsh. Audrey is a first grade
teacher for the Chewelah School District.
Prior to her move to Chewelah in 1984,
Audrey worked in the data processing field
in Portland, Ore. She and Dan have started
their own landscaping business for the
Chewelah-Spokane area.
Christopher and Robin Williams live in
Seeley lake, Mont. Chris is pastor of the
Blackfoot Parish, a Presbyterian church with
congregations in Seeley lake, Potomac and
Orondo. He and Robin have two children,
Kathryn Ruth (Katy), 2, and Daniel
Christopher, 1.
L. Scott and Christie (Hein, '78) Mortis,
make their home in W-lshouga!, W-lsh.,
where SCott is a Prudential Insurance
representative and president of the
carnas;Washougal Kiwanis Club. Christie is
a volunteer in the public school's remedial
reading program for second graders. They
have four children, Timothy SCon, 8,
Rebekah Leah, 6, Joshua Mark, 4, and
Michael Isaac, 1.
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1978
Grady and Kim Moseley live in New Bern,
N.C. Grady graduated from Union
Theological Seminary in 1982 and the
Presbyterian School of Christian Education
in 1983. Since that time he has been
associate minister of First Presbyterian
Church in New Bern, where Kim is a
counselor for the Hospice Program. The
Moseley's went to SCotland this fall, where
Grady is pursuing a master of theology
degree at the University of Edinburgh, and
Kim is working at Strathcarron Hospice in
Stirlingshire. "Tallyho!"
Ann (Fairweather) and John Jenks reside
in Bellevue, wash. John is minister of
evangelism and mission for Newport
Covenant Church. He and Ann have a son,
Jason, neariy 2.
SHERRARD
As the co-founder of the Globe Radio
Repertory of Seattle, Jean Sherrard finds
himself in an enviable but troubling
position.
The Giobe, one of a handful of radio
theaters across the country, is so successful
that National Public Radio aired its 13-part
"Don Quixote" to considerable acclaim, and
the latest project, nine episodes of "Dead
Souls," could reach an audience of 13
million listeners.
Yet, while the radio theater is able to
attract Seattle's best actors, literary minds,
sound engineers and the attention of the
national radio audience, it can't seem to get
the necessary financial support.
The Globe, unable to garner local
sponsors, must rely on the National
Endowment for the Humanities and the
National Endowment for the Arts for its
budget. It is an ongoing struggle.
Sherrard, who founded the company with
John Siscoe, will direct "Dead Souls." Siscoe,
the literary director, and sound engineer
jerry Thompson may record Nikolai Gogo!'s
comic novel five times. The results ~ an
estimated 400 hours of sound - will be
sifted, spliced and dubbed, the best takes
culled from each recording,
The project, which was begun in August
and involved 32 actors, will air sometime in
january. Sherrard says his favorite pan of
radio theater is the sets.
"Sound builds a set inside our head," he
said. "No Spielberg budget can equal the set
we can build in the human mind. A human
voice telling a tale is more evocative than
any other medium." ..
According to an article in the Everett
Herald, Mary Lou Finnegan, senior producer
of arts and performance programs at
National Public Radio in Washington, D.C.,
said that the Globe Radio Repertory is one
of a handful in the country producing
quality radio drama.
'They're about the only ones doing
adaptation of literal)' novels," she said.
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"Don Quixote' was delightful. Iheard the
shows and loved them. I'm sure most
stations will broadcast the new production.
They know how good Globe is."
Sherrard and Siscoe, who work with top
scholars at such schools as Harvard and
UCLAto authenticate scripts, already have
another project planned - "Madame
Bovat)'. "
Presenting the best of world literature is a
complex and more costly production than
just a straight reading of a novel. Each
episode costs just under $10,000. Stili, the
two men are committed to their tough but
rewarding format. They believe radio theater
is a good way to get people to read the
classics.
"People are so intimidated by books,"
Siscoe said. "If they got it wrong in high
schooi they'll shy away from books."
As Ted D'Arms, one of the actors in "Dead
Souls" said, "You can't read 'War and Peace'
on the way to work, but you can listen to it."
1981
Gayle Ann (Donnell) and Christopher
Moir make their home in Westmount,
Quebec, Canada. Gayle is a registered nurse
and Christopher is fulfilling pediatric
surgery residency requirements.
1982
Ruth Ann Heddendorf is a missionary for
Global Outreach Mission based in Buffalo,
N.V. Her work has taken her to a suburb of
Paris, France, where she is a parish assistant
in an evangelical reformed church.
Thomas and Anne (Plopper) Cardle
reside in Booker, Texas. Tom works for the
First Bank and Trust and Anne is learning to
live in a place without pine trees. Anyone
passing through the northernmost town in
Texas is invited to visit!
Sam and Charlotte (Sorteboom, '80)
Wiseman live in Castleford, Idaho, where
sam is science teacher and head football
and boys' basketball coach.
1983
Douglas and Christine (Chan) Larson
have moved into a new home in Marysville,
Wash. Doug is a recreational therapist for
mentally ill inmates for the washington State
Department of Corrections. Chris is an
administrative support specialist for Hewlett
Packard.
Roberta D. Souder, Pasadena, Calif., has
completed her first year in the master of
divinity program at Fuller Theological
seminary.
Air Force 2nd U. Laura L. Olsen is a
deputy combat crew commander for the
352st Strategic Missile Wing at Whiteman Air
Force Base, Mo.
Douglas Wunsch tours with the Western
Opera Theater of the san Francisco Opera.
The company performed Puccini's La
Boheme in Spokane's Opera House in
October, and a hometown audience heard
Doug sing the leading tenor role of Rodolfo,
Also a 1979 graduate in theatre arts, Doug
recently won the leona Gordin Lowin
Memorial Award of $1,000, as a participant in
the san Francisco Opera's summer Merola
Program.
Cecilia Wills, Portland, Ore., is a
registered nurse in the maternity unit of the
Oregon Health Sciences University. She has
also begun extension work for her master's
degree at Fuller Theological Seminary,
1984
Sally (Underwood) and Shawn Weimer
make their home in Garden Grove, calif.
5ally is earning an elementary teacher's
credential at California State University-
Fullerton, and is currently doing her student
teaching in Garden Grove.
Shawn V. MacDonald has finished her
second year at Princeton Theological
Seminaty. She is currently doing a year- long
internship as student pastor at the
Presbyterian churches of Nelson, Elkland,
and Osceola, Penn.
laurel (Morley) and Stephen Coleman
are attending medical school at the
Unlversity of California-San Francisco.
Laurel, who graduated from Stanford
University in 1984, is president of the
Women Medical Students Association.
John and Michelle (Hernandez) Estelle
live in Pasadena, where they have
completed their first' year of clinical training
at Fuller Theological Seminary's graduate
school of psychology. Both John and
Michelle are pursuing doctoral degrees in
clinical psychology and master of divinity
degrees in theology. Michelle works pan-
time on the clinical staff at a day treatment
facility for the eldetly in Pasadena, and John
is part-time coordinator of Pasadena's
program for the homeless and mentally ill.
Dale and Becky (Young) Edwards make
their home in Spokane. Dale is an account
executive in the Spokane office of
HealthPlus, an affiliate of Blue Cross of
washington and Alaska. Both Dale and
Becky will receive degrees at W'hitwonh's
commencement next May. Becky will have
earned a nursing degree through the
Intercollegiate Center for Nursing
Education, and Dale will receive his master's
degree in Health Care Management.
1985
Timothy and Juanita (Buhr) Loney are
residing in Spokane while Tim is finishing
an internship doing computer work for
W'hitwonh continuing studies students.
Juanita is secretary for the chemistry
department at the college. Tim plans to
attend Princeton Theological Seminary, and
they hope to eventually find a pastorship in
SCotland, following in the footsteps of Tim's
grandfather. The Loneys have a son, Bjorn
James, born last April.
Glenn A. and Diana Gerlach make their
home in Bellingham, wash., where Glenn's
first teaching assignment is junior and
senior high school instructor for the Mt.
Baker SChool District in Deming. He and
Diana have six children, Heather, 18, Billy,
13, Rachel, 9, Matthew, 8, Adam, 6, and Etin,
4.
Shawn McDougall, Tacoma, Wash.,
teaches for the Tacoma SChool District. He
teaches math at Gray Junior High, and
coaches football and baseball at Stadium
High SChool in Tacoma.
1986
Thomas C. Weadick is attending graduate
school at Baylor University in 'Wlco, Texas.
Save These Dates!
Alumni Weekend is scheduled for
July 17·19,1987. Woltch for further
details.
1979
Randy and Karen Schock live in Mesa,
Ariz. Randy is a manufacturing systems
engineering supervisor for McDonnell
Douglas Helicopter Co. He and Karen have
a daughter, sarah, 3.
Nancy Sisko is pursuing a doctoral degree
in English literature at the University of
washington, seattle.
Ian and Kimberlee MacInnes-Green
reside in Denver, Colo. Ian received a
master of divinity degree from the University
of Dubuque Theological Seminary in May.
Kim, a senior at 001'5, is helping set up an
extension of the school in Denver, so they
expect to remain in that region until next
May.
1980
Seho Park is enrolled in the doctoral
program at the University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis. His wife, Panhee Kim, is a
member of the College of Education faculty
at Keimyung University of Taegu, Korea.
Steve Holman, Otis Orchards, Wash., is a
representive for Burroughs Wellcome Co. in
Spokane.
Karen (Gundry) and Osama Fouad
Assaad reside in Tanta, Egypt, where Osama
is a physician and Karen is an international
subsistance service nurse through the
Presbyterian Church.
Kristin Saldine, lake Oswego, Ore., is
youth pastor for First Presbyterian Church in
Portland.
Todd Frimoth, formerly associate director
of admissions at Whitworth, now lives in
Portland and teaches fourth grade at
Sherwood Elementary SChool in Sherwood.
John H. J. Forsyth taught Atnetican
literature and composition last year in a
public high school in Sandy, Ore. Prior to
that assignment, John served in Burkina
Paso, West Africa for the Mennonite Central
Committee. He returned to Burkina Faso in
September, 1986, when he began a two-year
contract for Lutheran World Relief.
Gary W. and Barbara Paukert has been
transferred from Denver, Colo., to Exxon
Co., U.SA's Midland, Texas exploration
office. He is senior geophysicist in Exxon's
Frontier Project which explores for oil and
gas west of the Rockies. His assignment
involves interpretation of seismic, magnetic
and gravity data in the Great Basin, primarily
eastern Nevada. So fur, Gary reports, he and
Barbara have survived The Great Oil Crash
of 1986!
•
holds its 0'lID invitational tourney
on Dec. 12 -13.
On the womens' team, Paula
Nunnaly is starting her first season
as head coach after two years as
Marv Ainsworth's assistant. She has
the agreeable prospect of coaching
eight returning players, including
junior Mary Allard and senior Usa
Vallem, last season's scoring leaders
Five new members - two
freshmen, a sophomore and two
transfer students - will add their
talents to what looks to be a strong
varsity team.
Today in Sports
!!
Pirate soccer action in the Pine Bowl during homecoming '86.
Notes from
the Pine Bowl
• Whitworth broke one NAJA
mark and tied two others in its
losing effort against Willamette
University on september 20. The
Pirates made 77 pass attempts, three
more than the previous record held
by Eastern W\ishington from a 1968
game in its NAJA days. Whitworth's
43 pass completions tied another
record, while All-American wide
receiver W,jyne Ralph equaled the
pass catching mark with 20
receptions.
• The Pirates gave a homecoming
crowd something to cheer about
with a 40:,to 13 win over the
Pioneers of Lewis and Clark College.
Defensive player Scott Ralph stole
top billing from his older brother,
Wayne, with three interceptions,
one of them returned for a
touchdown. That defensive
performance was a welcome sight
after the Pirates allowed 123 points
in the two previous games.
• The Pirates' disappointing 2-6-1
season was pattally offset by the
performance of senior receiver
Wayne Ralph, who caught almost as
many records as passes. His 105
receptions this season top his own
NAJA mark of 101 set last year, and
put him in third place for career
catches with 248. Then there are the
NAJArecords he claimed for most
receptions per game in a season
(11.7) and in a career (8). In the
process, Ralph shattered the NAJA
single season yardage mark with
1,204 yards - more than two-thirds
ofa mile.
Fall Sports Roundup
First-year runner Kelli Burch
turned in-a series of outstanding
performances in cross country
meets this fall, culminating in AlI-
America honors at the NAJA national
meet held at the University of
Wisconsin- Parkside in Kenosha,
Wisc. on November 15. She finished
22nd out of 189 runners, becoming
the first All-America runner in
Whitworth's history, Her teammates,
coached by Hal Werner, finished
fifth in both the men's and women's
competitions at the NAJA District I
meet in Coquitlam, British
Columbia two weeks earlier.
In soccer, the Pirates defeated
Whitman 1 to 0 on a Randy Hartman
goai to end the season with a 2-1
record in district play. That placed
them second in their division after
Pacific Lutheran University. Einar
Thorarinsson, the team's new coach,
led the Pirates to a 13-11-2 overall
record.
The women's volleyball squad
finished 2nd in the district
tournament after compiling a 39-16
record. That compares with a 26-15
performance last year, and it eamed
second-year coach Patricia Shelton
the 1986 NAJA District Coach of the
Year Award. For Shelton's five senior
players, Lei-Ann Akua, Debbie
Burkhart, Julie Cordes, Dana
Paulson and Colleen Schlonga, this
marks the end of four straight years
with the Lady Bucs, although not
necessarily the last time they will
play together - they're talking
about forming an alumni team.
Basketball: Season Previews
Warren Friedrichs is leaming a lot
of new names this fall. The second-
year head coach of the mens'
basketball team has eight new
varsity players to bring up to speed.
Fortunately, his three returnees are -
all proven performers: Jon Eekhoff,
Barry Holley, and last year's leading
field goal shooter, Brian Meyers.
After warming up against the
alumni, Friedrichs' squad played
two home games and then traveled
to Edmonton, Albetta for a
tournament over Thanksgiving
break. Back at home, Whitworth
Sports Calendar
Men's Basketball
December
5 University of Alaska-Juneau at
Whitworth, 7:30 p.m.
6 Gonzaga University at Whitworth,
7:30p.m.
12-13 Whitworth Invitational, 7 - 9 p.m.
19 St. Marrin's College at Lacey, Wash.,
7:30p.m.
January
2-3 Tom Byron Classic at Westmont
College, Santa Barbara, Calif.
Sheldon-Jackson College at
Whitworth, 7:30 p.m.
St. Martin's College at Whitworth,
7:30p_m.
Western Washington University at
Bellingham, Wash., 7:30 p.m.
Simon Fraser University at Burnaby,
B_c., 7:30 p.m.
Lewis-Clark State College at
Lewiston, Idaho, 8 p.m.
Central Washington University at
Whitworth, 7:30 p.m.
Seattle University at Whitworth,
7:30p.m.
Northwest Nazarene College at
Nampa, Idaho, 8 p.m.
Eastern Oregon State College at
taGrande, Ore., 7:30 p.m.
February
2 Simon Fraser University at
Whitworth, 7:30 p.m.
5 Western Washington University at
Whitworth, 7:30 p.m.
6 Eastern Washington University at
Cheney, Wash., 7:30 p.m.
10 Lewis-Clark State College at
Whitworth, 7:30 p.m.
13 Northwest College at Kirkland,
Wash., 7:30 p.m.
14 Seattle University at Seattle, 7:30
p.m.
18 Central Washington University at
Ellensburg, Wash., 7:30 p.m.
20 Sheldon Jackson College at Sitka,
Alaska, 7:30 p.m.
21 University of Alaska-Juneau at
Juneau, 8 p.m.
26,28 Playoffs
9
12
15
17
20
22
24
29
30
Women's Basketball
December
3 Australian Team at Whitworth, 5:30
p.m.
5-6 Lewis-Clark Tournament at
Lewiston, Idaho
12 St.Marrin's College at Lacey,Wash.,
7:30p.m.
13 Central Washington University at
Ellensburg, Wash., 5 p.m.
20 University of Idaho at Moscow,
Idaho,S: 15 p.m,
21 University of Hawaii-Honolulu at
Whitworth, 3 p.m.
January
3 Eastern Washington University at
Cheney, Wash., 7:30 p.m.
9 Pacific Lutheran University at
Tacoma, Wash., 7 p.m.
10 University of Puget Sound at
Tacoma, Wash., 5 p.m.
13 Gonzaga University at Gonzaga,
7:30p.m.
16 Seattle University at Whitworth,
5:30p.m.
17 University of Puget Sound at
Whitworth, 5:30 p.rn.
20 Lewis-Clark State College at
Lewiston, Idaho, 5:45 p.m.
23 Simon Fraser University at
Whitworth, 7:30 p.m.
24 Western Washington University at
Whitworth, 5:30 p.m.
27 Central Washington University at
Whitworth,S p.m,
30 Biola University at t.aMirada, Calif,
6 p.m.
31 California State University-San
Bernardino at San Bernardino,
Calif, 7:30 p.m.
February
2 Pomona-Pitzer Colleges at
Claremont, Calif, 7:30 p.m.
St. Marrin's College at Whitworth,
5:30p.m.
Western Washington University at
Bellingham, Wash., 7:30 p.m.
Simon Fraser University at Burnaby,
ac, 7 p.m.
Seattle Pacific University at seattle,
7:30p.m.
21 Seattle University at Seattle, 7 p.m.
23-28 District Playoffs
Swimming & Diving
December
5-6 Pacific Lutheran University
Invitational
6
13
14
20
January
10 Spokane County Swim Meet at
Whitworth, time TBA
16 Central Washington University at
Ellensburg, Wash., 3 p.m.
24 Whitman College at Whitworth, 11
am.
February
6 Pacific Lutheran University at
Tacoma, Wash., 6 p.m.
7 Lewis and Clark College at
Pottland, Ore., 10 a.m.
19-21 Conference at Lewis and Clark
College, Portland, Ore.
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DON'T LET YOUR
TAX DOLlARS FLY AWAY
UplrComing
Academic Calendar
December
12 Last Day of Classes
15 Reading Day
16-18 Final Examinations
19 Donns Close
8 Roger Nelson Portrays John Wesley
in "The Man from Aldersgate,"
II: I 5 a.m., Cowles Auditorium
12 "Santa Claus: The Movie," 8 p.m.,
Cowles Auditorium
13 ACT Testing, 8:30 a.m., Johnston
Science center
13 GREReview,9 arn., Undaman
Seminar Ceoter
13 Whitworth Ballet, 8 p.m., Cowles
Auditorium
14 Christmas Candlelight Service, 7
p.m., Seeley Mudd Chapel
January
17 Seminar for Choir Directors, 8 am-
5 p.m., Recital Hall
Febroary
6 Movie "The Wiz," 8 p.m., Cowles
Auditorium
Graduate Record Exam, ACT
Testing & TETEP Exam, 8:30 a.m.,
Johnston Science Center
Whitworth Choir Concert, 7:30
p.m., Whitworth Presbyterian
Church
Black History Week
"The Great Escape" Weekend
Alyce Rogers, Mezzo Soprano, 7:30
p.m., Recital Hall
Movie "seems like Old Times," 8
p.m., Cowles Auditorium
Voice Workshop/Master Class, 10
a.m., Recital Hall
16·20 Human Sexualiry Week
20 Movie"Absenceof Malice,"8 p.m.,
Cowles Auditorium
26-27 Tony Compalo, Staley Lecrureship,
times TBA
7
8
8·14
12·15
13
13
14
The 'nix ....... Act of 1986 bas mac:l<: sweeping changes. FindQUI
how YQIl can Ireep YQur taX dQllats at 00me.
<:OOPE1lS a LYB1l.Al'ro IsQUe Qf the 1atgest accoonting firms in
A.Jnetlcl, and their SpQkane taX partner Is the adviser IQ the Whitworth
fuQndatloo. The linn bas receutlY completed a 200 pllgC book entitled
1lIxaer..- Ad of 1986.lf}'OU wooId Ilke a cQPY, please llJl In the
attacbed ooupon and return It 10:
St<pIlel1 ndls_ ViCe I'rdldent
Wblnwttb FoundatWn
WbllWOtth COl\ege
Spokane, WA992Sl
(509) 466-322Q
january
4 Dorms Open
5-28 January Term
february
2 Evening Classes BegIn
3 Advising and Registration Day
-4 Day Classes BegIn
6 Convocation
17 Last Day to Add a Class
March
3 Last Day to Drop a Class
4 Faculty Development Day
---------------_._--------------------------
n
MJsceUaneous
December
I Steve Drury Piano Concert, 11: I 5
a.m., Cowles Auditorium
3 Srudio Recital, 9 a.m., Recital Hall
3 Gunther Schuller, Simpson-Duvall
Lecture, 8 p.m, Cowles Auditorium
5 "Muppet Movie: The Great Muppet
caper," 8 p.m., Cowles Auditorium
5·l2 Christmas Week on Campus
6 Christmas Choir and Brass Concert,
8 p.m., Whitworth Presbyterian
Church
7 Christmas Choir and Brass Concert,
4 p.m. & 8 p.m., 'WhItworth
Presbyterian Churchn
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